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ABSTRACT
Population Education in American High Schools
Towards a Theory and Application
(June 1977)
Leon E. Clark, B.A.
,
Yale College
M.A.T., Yale University, Ed. D.
,
University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor George E. Urch
The field of population education, as it applies to
American high schools, is scarcely more than 10 years old.
As a result, many of the questions that accompany the
introduction of any new subject into the school curriculum
are still being asked about population education. What is
population education? What are its goals and objectives?
Where does it fit into the school curriculum? What mater-
ials exist for its implementation? This dissertation
attempts to answer these questions and to respond in a
modest way to some of the needs that are identified.
Chapter I states the problem and outlines the procedure
and the limitations of this study.
Chapter II traces the historical development of
population education in the United States from 1962 to
the present, including a review of the two dominant views
of population education found in the professional literature,
identified here as the "persuasion" approach and the
Vlll
"exploratory" approach. It concludes with a summary of
research evidence on teachers' attitudes toward these two
approaches
.
Chapter III offers a critical appraisal of the two
approaches and finds the "exploratory" approach more con-
sistent with the values of American education. It suggests,
however, that a slight modification of this approach,
identified here as the "integrated" approach, would make
population education more compatible with current school
practices and therefore more easily integrated into the
school curriculum. It then offers 12 reasons why popula-
tion education should be included in the high school curri-
culum and concludes with further supportive evidence based
on students' needs and interests.
Chapter IV begins with an examination of the pros and
cons of various strategies for introducing population
education into the curriculum. It then analyzes existing
curricular schemes, finds them wanting, and offers an
alternative design. It concludes with an analysis of
inquiry as a teaching/learning method and argues that
inquiry would be the ideal method for implementing the
goals and objectives of the proposed curriculum design.
Chapter V contains three inquiry modules that could
be used in the proposed curriculum or in any
course deal-
ing with population issues.
Chapter VI summarizes the conclusions of the
disser-
tation, makes recommendations for further study and
suggests a technique for creating inquiry modules.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the problem
In the late 1960s, population education became a topic
of serious curricular concern in American high schools.
Since that time a number of developments have taken place s
governmental and non-governmental agencies have opened
population education offices; several universities have
established curriculum development projects; universities
and other organizations interested in population have
conducted numerous teacher-training programs; preliminary
research has been conducted into current school activities
in population education; and a variety of classroom
materials has been produced. Today approximately half of
all American high schools offer courses that contain
population content. (Gustavus and Huether, 1976).
Despite these developments, however, the basic questions
that accompany the introduction of any new subject into the
schools are still being asked about population educations
What is population education? What are the goals of
population education? What are the learning objectives
that would follow from these goals? What is the knowledge
base of population education? How does population education
2fit into the present school curriculum? What methods of
instruction would be most appropriate for implementing
the goals and objectives of population education? What
classroom materials exist for this implementation? What
more need to be created? And finally, what is the justifi-
cation for population education from an academic, social,
and student point of view?
This dissertation will attempt to deal with these
questions by presenting: (1) an exposition of relevant
literature concerning these questions; (2) an evaluation
of positions expressed in the literature; (3) an original
proposal for a curriculum design; (4) an argument in
support of inquiry as a teaching/learning technique; and
(5) a set of inquiry modules for teaching about population.
Context of study
Aside from the library search required to survey the
literature in population education, all of the work for this
dissertation has been the result of the author's direct
involvement since 1971 in the movement to institutionalize
population education in American schools. This involvement
has included the following activities:
-- taking courses in demography at the University of
Massachusetts between 1971 anc* 1975* an(^ attending two
Chatauqua-Type Short Courses for College Teachers,
sponsored by the National Science Foundation;
3-- serving as a consultant in population education to the
New York State Education Department from 19?1 to 19?6;
-- participating in the University of Massachusetts Faculty
Colloquium on Comparative, International and Global
Survival Studies in 1972 and writing the working paper
on population for the Colloquium;
-- presenting a paper at the annual meeting of the Population
Association of America in 1973;
-- teaching in three National Science Foundation summer
institutes in social demography for college teachers in
1972 at Cornell University and in 197^ and 1975 at
Lawrence University, Appleton, Wisconsin;
-- serving on the editorial board of Teaching Notes on
Population from 1972 to 1975;
-- teaching courses on population in the University of
Massachusetts Freshman Year Global Survival Program
from 197^ to 1976}
-- participating in the "Cultural Values and Population
Policy" study of the Institute of Society, Ethics and
the Life Sciences from 1975 to 1977 , and helping to
convert the findings of the study into classroom
materials
;
-- participating as an active member of the Society of
Population Educators in 1976 and 1977, especially in
the evaluation of UNESCO's Internati onal Study of_the
Conceptualization and Methodology of Population Education;
4-- participating in the Population Institute's textbook
evaluation project in 1977? and
— attending numerous meetings sponsored by the New York
State Education Department, The Population Council, The
Population Reference Bureau, The Ford Foundation, and
the Planned Parenthood Federation of America, from
1971 to 1977-
It should be mentioned that the author's professional
activities between 1962 and 1971 » although not directly
related to population education, have had a profound in-
fluence on the content of this dissertation. His experience
as a high school and college teacher, and more especially as
a curriculum developer in "The New Social Studies movement
of the late 1960s, led to a commitment to concept-based
curricula and inquiry-oriented teaching methods. This same
commitment has shaped much of the work that appears here.
Limitations of this study
1. Although the major curriculum development projects
in the field of population education will be discussed in
this dissertation, no attempt will be made to examine every
curriculum design that may exist.
2. Classroom materials will be examined primarily for
their inquiry orientation; hence many existing materials
will not be discussed in detail. Rather, an attempt
will
of what kinds of materials exist,be made to convey a "sense"
5referring to specific examples whenever appropriate.
3. The modules in this dissertation have been tested
several times with students by the author and other teachers,
but a systematic field evaluation of the modules has not
been conducted. That is, a statistical analysis of student
performance, involving experimental and control groups,
has not been carried out.
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A BRIEF HISTORY
Chronological development
It is generally accepted (Viederman, 1972a; Henry,
1974) that the first clarion call for population education
in the schools was Philip Hauser's article "Population -
Gap in the Curriculum," printed in the Teachers College
Record in 1962 . Bureleson (1974, p. 48) describes Hauser's
article as "classic" and refers to it as "the benchmark
of the modern era of population education in the USA."
Hauser pointed out that
...the heightened interest in population
matters has had relatively little impact
on the school curriculum. The facts and
implications of population changes are
indeed conspicuous by their abscence or
by their superficial and cursory treat-
ment in American education. The ignorance
of demography in the school curriculum is
particularly astonishing in view of the
fact that the schools themselves have been
hard hit by rapid population changes.
(p. 425).
Two years later, in 1964, The Population Council awarded
a grant to Teachers College, Columbia for the development
of
population education materials, under the direction of Prof.
Sloan Wayland . This was the first such project in the
country. It was followed by similar projects at Harvard
in 1966, at the University of North Carolina in 1968,
and at
7the University of Delaware in 1969* At the same time the
National Council for the Social Studies and the National
Council for Geographic Education held sessions on population
education at their annual meetings in 1965 , and the Baltimore
public school system issued its first of several resource
units on population in 1967*
In 1970 "the first VJorkshop on Population Education
ever held in the U.S. occurred at Manresa-on-Savern , Md.,
and the 50 teachers present 'declared' that education about
population growth was a 'critical need'." (Henry, 197^.
p. 15). The conference was sponsored jointly by the
Carolina Population Center, Planned Parenthood of Maryland
and the Population Reference Bureau. The conference was
given wide publicity by the Population Reference Bureau
(1970) in a special issue of Population Bulletin , entitled
"Population Education* A Challenge of the Seventies." In
that same year a Population Education Act was introduced
into Congress, but it failed to pass.
In 1972, however, the President's Commission on Popula-
tion Growth and the American Future (President's Commission,
1972) made the point that
If Americans now and in the future
generations are to make rational, informed
decisions about their own and their descend-
ant's future, they must be provided with far
more knowledge about population change and
its implications than they now possess. The
amount and accuracy of information currently
held by Americans on the subject of population
leave much to be desired, (p. 79)*
8The Commission then recommended, in a bold face, italicized
paragraph, the
enactment of a Population Education Act
to assist school systems in establishing
well-planned population education programs
so that present and future generations will
be better prepared to meet the challenges
arising from population change
, fp! 80)
.
It further proposed that
federal funds be appropriated for teacher
training, for curriculum development and
materials preparation, for research and
evaluation, for the support of model pro-
grams, and for assisting state departments
of education to develop competence and
leadership in population education. (p. 80).
To this date a Population Education Act has not been
passed — although the Office of Population Affairs, Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare, did create an office
of population information in 1972, which has since develop-
ed into an office for population education -- and relative-
ly little Federal money has flowed into population education
efforts, for the same economic and political reasons that
it has not flowed into other educational and social services
efforts during the first half of this decade. But by 1972
developments in the field of population education had al-
ready reached "take-off" stage.
In that year the first of three annual six week summer
institutes on population education for 90 teachers from
throughout the country was held at the University of
9Cincinnati, sponsored by the National Science Foundation
and directed by Prof. Carl Huether, a biologist from the
University of Cincinnati. Three other workshops for school
teachers were held in Boston, Cincinnati, and San Francisco,
sponsored by local school systems in conjunction with Zero
Population Growth, Inc., Planned Parenthood, the Sierra
Club and regional universities.
Also in 1972 the Population Reference Bureau sponsored
a National Conference on Population Education and launched
the publication of Interchange . a newsletter for population
educators which features essays in demography, graphic
material, ideas for lessons and lists of materials. At the
same time, Social Education , the official journal of the
National Council for the Social Studies, devoted its entire
April issue to population education.
1972 was also the first year that the Population Associ-
ation of America included a population education session at
its annual meeting; it has been included annually ever since.
The following chronology, although grately abbreviated,
should give some idea of the increased pace of activities in
population education over the past four years.
1. I am greatly indebted to Stephen Viederman (1972a) and
Elaine Murphy (1976) for many of the details included
in this history section. Much of the chronology from
1973 to 1976 has been adapted from Murphy.
10
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A series of workshops and institutes, ranging in length
from one day to six weeks, was held for more than 800
teachers throughout the country.
The Washington State Department of Public Instruction
tested its 80-page Teaching Population Concepts , the
first state-sponsored population education guide; it
was distributed to all public school systems in the
state
.
The National Education Association included a population
education session at its annual meeting, and at the same
meeting passed two resolutions, one calling on the Assoc-
iation to make population data available for use in
the classroom, the other urging the Association and its
state and local affiliates to encourage public schools
to include population studies in their curricula.
The U. S. Office of Environmental Education awarded
grants for population curriculum development projects
in Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, and Washington
State.
The publication of school-related materials was
greatly
expanded, and included inter alia» a six to
eight-week
unit on population for tenth grade biology,
including
a film version and discussion of Garret
Hardin s The
Tragedy of the Commons,” by the Biologic
Sciences
Curriculum Study (BSCS); the first six of 16
proposed
PT ,i a tinn Profiles , by Leon F. Bouview and Everett Lee;
11
Population Growth and the Complex Society , a paperback
reader for high schools, by the Sociologic Resources
for the Social Studies (SRSS); and A Structure for Popu -
lation Education: Goals. Generalizations and Behavioral
Objectives
.
by May Turner Lane and Ralph Wileman, of the
North Carolina Population Center.
I22i
Workshops and institutes were held for more than 1200
teachers throughout the country.
The National Catholic Education Association held a popu-
lation education workshop in Washington, D. C. for more
than 100 curriculum supervisors, teachers and directors
of teacher training; its annual meeting included a
strategy session for population materials development
and curriculum implementation.
U. S. Office of Environmental Education awarded more
grants for materials production and teacher workshops.
The Population Association of America, the National Edu-
cation Association, the National Sciences Teachers
Association, and the National Council for the Social
Studies all included population education sessions at
their annual meetings.
Publication of materials continued. (The more important
of these publications will be referred to in Chapter VI )
.
12
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A new national organization, The Society of Population
Educators, was founded at a meeting held at the Univer-
sity of Chicago. Prof. Sloan Wayland of Columbia, the
prime mover behind the society, was named chairman of
the steering committee.
The Population Association of America and the American
Psychological Association established committees on
population education.
The Baltimore City School System became the first school
system in the United States officially to adopt population
education, infusing it into its social studies program at
three levels. The Urban Life Population Education Insti-
tute, a joint venture of the Baltimore Schools and the
Planned Parenthood Association, which had been conducting
workshops for the past five years, made classroom materials
as well as a teacher-training film available to other
school systems.
The Office of Population Affairs, Dept, of H. E. W.
,
awarded seven grants to establish film libraries for
teachers of population education; the recipients were
the Universities of Cincinnati, Delaware, Florida State,
North Caroline, Rhode Island the Urban Life Population
Education Institute of Baltimore, and the Environment-
Population Services of Hamden, Ct.
Zero Population Growth, Inc. (ZPG) received a
grant from
13
the U. S. Office of Education to work with educators in
five "model" states to incorporate population education
in their curricula.
The Federal Interagency Committee on Education (FICE)
established a Population Education Subcommittee to en-
courage federal support for population education.
- The Population Institute created a Population Education
Division to work with the schools, education leaders
and publishers in furthering the cause of population
education.
As in the past two years, population education sessions
were included in most major educational meetings, and
new classroom materials continued to appear.
!2Z6
- The American Association for the Advancement of Science
and the National Science Foundation sponsored a Chautauqua
Short Course on population for high school teachers for
the first time.
- The FICE Subcommittee on Population Education recommended
expanded federal commitment to school-level population
education in a report to the Secretary of K. E. W.
- The Ford Foundation awarded a grant to the Urban Life
Population Education Institute (ULPEl) to bring to
Baltimore teachers and school board members from Con-
necticut, Delaware, Florida, Maryland, Missouri, Ohio
and Virginia to explore ways of adapting ULPEl materials
14
to their local school systems.
The number of teacher workshops and institutes contin-
ued to grow. ZPG, Inc. alone conducted statewide work-
shops in Florida, Maryland, New Jersey and Ohio, followed
by spin-off workshops and curriculum development projects
in all of these states plus Delaware, conducted by par-
ticipants of the original workshops. Under an expanded
grant from the Office of Education, ZPG, Inc. extended
its program to Colorado, Michigan and New York.
In addition to organizations previously listed, the
following organizations included population education
sessions in their annual meetings: The American Associa-
tion for Curriculum, Training and Supervision, the Nation-
al Catholic Education Association, the National Associa-
tion of Secondary School Principals, the National Alliance
for Environmental Education, the National Association of
Independent Schools, the National Association of Presidents
of Student Councils, the National Association of Biology
Teachers, and the Michigan Environmental Education Con-
ference .
- The Population Institute launched a textbook survey
pro-
ject to evaluate the population content in the most wide-
ly used texts and to make recommendations to
publishers
and writers.
Clearly, by 1976 population education had been
accepted,
at least as a curricular area to explore, by
the American
15
school establishment. But acceptance within schools them-
selves was perhaps even more widespread.
In the first nationwide study of population education
in American secondary schools, Susan 0. Gustavus and Carl
A. Huether (1976) found that 53 percent of all high school
science teachers and 47 percent of all social studies teach-
ers were teaching about population. Their random sample of
4,000 teachers, drawn from all geographic areas of the
country, was divided equally between social studies teachers
and science teachers, the latter representing teachers of
general science, biology, earth science, and environmental
science. (A previous study conducted by Gustavus and Huether
in 1974 had indicated that most teachers of population were
either social studies teachers or biology teachers).
The earlier study (Gustavus and Huether, 1975). al-
though it was less extensive and contained a largely non-
random sample of only 593 teachers, did include a preliminary
survey of 1,000 randomly selected high school principals,
whose responses indicated that courses with explicit popu-
lation content was offered in 47*2 percent of their schools.
In sum, it would seem that population education has
been largely accepted by the educational establishment as
an important topic for inclusion in the school curriculum;
that almost half of the high schools in America offer
courses that contain population content; and that more than
half of the high school science teachers and almost half of
16
the high school social studies teachers are involved in
population education in one way or another.
Agreement on the goals and content of population edu-
cation, however, is far from unanimous.
The definition debate
Population education first developed in the late 1950s
as an information/persuasion component of family planning
programs, primarily in India and then later in other Asian
nations. It is not surprising, then, that it was first
seen as a means of convincing adults to lower their fertility
rates. It was only after long-term failures in family
planning efforts and the concomitant realization that such
efforts were not reaching young people prior to child bear-
ing that attention was focused on formal education as a
natural vehicle for proselytizing. India was the first
country to institutionalize population education in the
schools, but not until 1969 (United Nations, 1976).
Indeed the term "population education" did not enter
common usage until the beginning of this decade, after
Sloan Wayland introduced it in 1968 (Wayland, 1968).
Prior to that time such phrases as "reproductive education,"
"education on population and family planning, education
for population awareness," and "education for responsible
parenthood" were used.
This same concern with using education as a means of
17
convincing students to have small families marked some of
the early definitions of population education in the United
States. Writing in the Phi Delta Kappan in 1968
,
John W.
Dykstra asserted that "Effective education is that which
induces couples to have no more than the two children which
most must settle for if population growth is to be halted."
(p. 5°6). Throughout most of his article, which was titled
"Imperative: Education for Reproductive Responsibility,"
Dykstra bemoans the lack of concern for population growth
in the school curriculum and in textbooks. He warns that
"In those nations that fail to education their peoples
effectively concerning national population needs, an increas-
ing amount of coercive governmental intervention in the
determination of family size can be anticipated." (p. 505)*
And he concludes by saying: "If the United States, with its
tremendous educational resources, cannot education its
populace to reproductive responsibility, the most pessimistic
predictions of demographic disaster ahead would seem certain
of realization." (p. 506).
In the same issue of the Kappan , William Pitkin ( 1968 ),
in an article titled "Too Many People: Can Educators Find
an Answer?", made some of the same points that Dykstra did,
arguing that "if we content ourselves with merely watching
the fertility curve, all too soon we will see it begin to
climb back toward the ruinous average levels of 1950-67.
He answers the question posed by his article by saying.
18
If we can learn to ask the right question,
then perhaps the answers will begin to come.
Leaders in education have a special role
here: They are the great question askers,
perhaps ultimately the great movers and
shakers. (p. 479).
Two years later, in 1970, Irwin L. Slesnick argues that
"The primary objective for population education is that each
couple voluntarily contracepts, or takes equally effective
measures, to limit the size of its family and to space its
children." (p. 4). And a year later, writing in the Science
Teacher
,
Slesnick (1971) defined population education this way
Population education ... is one effort to
change the reproductive behaviors of
modern man through a deliberate program
of persuasion. Failure to recognize this
as the real goal of population education
may lead curriculum pacesetters to state-
ments of vague goals and the staking out
of topical territories that only appear
to be related to the education need. (p. 21).
All of these writers agree on two very important and
controversial points: (1) the main goal of population
education is to convince students to have small families;
and (2) the schools can be effective vehicles for changing
human behavior. The first point is normative, the second
descriptive, or to put it more accurately, an assumption
about the objective world, in this case the way in which
education can influence people.
In the definition debate, virtually no writer, with
the notable exception of Poffenberger and Weiss (1976)
»
have questioned the assumption about education's ability
19
to change human behavior; after all, one of the basic
tenents of the educational faith is that learning affects
people. But several writers have disagreed with the norma-
tive point, as Slesnick’s comment about the "failure to
recognize . . . the real goal of population education"
suggests.
In 1969 Noel-David Burleson made one of the first
attacks on the so-called "population bombers"
,
those pri-
marily concerned with using education as one means of
lowering fertility rates. He defined population education
as essentially an "exploration of knowledge and attitudes"
and not a program of persuasion. In 1971 Wayland took
essentially the same position, arguing that population
education
...should develop an appreciation by
the individual of the consequences for
his family and society of his own actions
and attitudes, and on the other hand it
should develop an appreciation of the
consequences for the individual of the
population changes that are occurring
in his community and nation. (p. 10).
Nowhere in his comprehensive 22-page paper does Wayland
mention or even hint at the small family norm as one of the
goals of population education. Viederman (1973) is even
more explicit in his opposition to the "persuation" ap-
proach:
Population education will be most success-
ful if the student is viewed as an inquirer.
Accepting that it is impossible for teaching
20
"to be value
—I ree
, population educationprograms can strive toward value lair
positions. Positions should" not be
preached. Rather, opportunities for
evaluating competing theories and for
exploring values and their consequences
must be provided and encouraged. (p. 8).
Byron G. Massialas (1972) likewise supports the explora-
tory objective point of view:
lor our purposes population education isdefined as the process of inquiry into
the nature of human populations and the
natural and human consequences of demographic
change.. The main purpose of population edu-
cation is to help the individual make ra-
tional decisions. about population matters
as a member of his family, local community
as. well as national and world communities,
utilizing appropriate information sources
and inquiry skills. (p. 347).
It is interesting to note that the educational esta-
blishment reacted against the "persuasion" school of
thought in the same way that the population establishment
reacted against the family planners and population activists
when they called for zero population growth. (Burleson
was formerly at Harvard and is now with UNESCO; Wayland
was a teacher and is now a dean at Columbia; Viederman was
with the Population Council and is now director of Global
Perspectives in Education, Inc.; Massialas is head of the
Department of Social Studies, Florida State University).
Both "establishment" groups apparently recoiled at the
implied abridgment of freedom that the opposing view
contained, seeing it as a violation of their intellectual
21
and educational traditions. Moreover, they both had vested
interests to maintain* their status in their professions
and the political support of the public.
Whatever the reasons for their reactions (which, of
course, have no bearing on the validity of their position,
one way or the other) the supporters of a "value fair",
"objective" approach to population education represent a
majority view today in education circles, especially now
that fertility rates have declined in the United States.
And Stephen Viederman is the major spokesman of this posi-
tion. He is worth quoting at length.
Viederman (1972a) defines population education as
the process by which the student
investigates and explores the nature and
meaning of population process, population
characteristics, and the causes of popula-
tion change, in addition to the consequences
of these processes, characteristics, and
changes for himself, his family, his society,
and the world. (p. 435)*
He argues that the goal of population education
is to assist students in conceptualiz-
ing the relevance of population for them-
selves, to assist them thereby in making
rational and responsible individual and
collective decisions about population matters
utilizing appropriate information and ana-
lytic skills . . . Thus the goal of under-
standing is not purely intellectual. It is,
rather, to provide the intellectual under-
pinning for responsible action ... Thus,
population education programs must also
involve students in an exploration of their
own values and attitudes. (p. 435)-
Elsewhere, Viederman (1974) makes the same point more
22
succinctly: "The goals of such an educational process is to
develop individuals who, by virtue of their having gained
population literacy , will be able to be responsible popula-
tion actors." (p. 5)*
Concerning the content of population education,*
Viederman, like virtually all commentators, believes that
population education must move beyond its natural disciplinary
base in demography and draw materials from the inter-disci-
plinary field of population studies. Thus he writes (197*0*
The overall content of population educa-
tion . . . ranges extensively over the social
and biological sciences. This knowledge base
includes information on the population situa-
tion, such as size, growth, migration, distri-
bution, composition, trends; (and) on the
relationship between population and the
quality of life now and in the future, with
respect to such topics as food, health,
education, employment, urbanization, the
environment, socio-economic development, the
political system, and family life. (p. 11).
Although there is still no agreement on the role of popu-
lation education in the schools, as Viederman himself points
out (Wayland and Viederman, 1973). there is little question
that Viederman' s writing, ever since his work for the
President’s Commission in 1971, represents the establishment
view and the position which all subsequent writers have
responded to, either for or against. The classroom practices
of teachers, however, may be quite different from what the
educational writers say they should be.
1 . Appendix A contains a further explanation of the content
usually found in population studies.
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The schools' response
I he only data available on teachers' views of popula-
tion education come from the two Gustavus and Huether
studies. In the first study (1975)* respondents were
asked to agree or disagree with the following statements:
-
"Some persons have said that one of the functions of
population education is to show students the disadvan-
tages of large families and instill in them a sense
of responsibility to have two children or fewer.
Please indicate how you feel about that statement."
"Some persons have said that population education
should present facts only, trying to be "value-fair"
and neutral in content. Please indicate how you feel
about that statement" (p. 205 ).
A majority of teachers, 62.7 percent, agreed with the
value-fair approach, but 56.8 percent, also a majority,
agreed with the "two-child responsibility" statement. 32
percent of the teachers agreed with both statements, ex-
plaining that "when value-fair facts were presented, the
responsibility to have children became clear to students"
(p. 205). The authors cautiously conclude: "Responses
to the value items seem to indicate that encouragement for
a small family norm may be part of the content of a substan-
tial number of population education courses" (p. 205 ).
This observation is reinforced by the fact that 71
percent of the teachers began teaching about population
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because of a "concern with population," presumably with
growth. Only 4 percent began because they were asked by
the school, and only 6.9 percent because they had attended
a workshop or undergone training. It is very likely that
teachers who are personally concerned with population
growth would indicate this concern to their students,
either intentionally or unintentionally. It is also pos-
sible that many teachers responded positively to the value-
fair statement not because they follow it in the classroom
but because they felt they ought to; it is one of the norms
in education.
In the second Gustavus and Huether study ( 1976 ) an
even higher percentage, 73*2 percent, of the teachers said
they were motivated to teach about population because of a
"personal concern." This study, because of its larger
sample and the fact that the sample was randomly selected,
is probably more reliable than the first.
On the question of values, the second study asked
teachers to respond to 22 population education topics by
choosing one of the following four statements
t
1. "facts only presented"
2. "various value positions presented with
facts"
3. "various value positions presented with
facts one value position stressed"
4. "one value position presented with facts"
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Statement two "was most popular for every topic listed"
(p. 15 ), indicating a preference for a "value-fair" position,
but it never received the support of more than 61 percent
of the teachers for any one topic: very often it was the
first choice with a minority vote as low as 45 percent.
Statement one, "facts only," was the overall second choice,
and statement three (various values but one stressed) was
the third choice.
As with the first study, it is questionable just how
reliable these responses are , but even at face value they
indicate a far greater interest in the "persuasion" defi-
nition of population education than most prominent writers
today advocate.
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CHAPTER III
A CRITICAL APPRAISAL
The "persuasion" approach
The "persuasion" approach to population education
is a response to what is perceived by the advocates of
this approach as a major social problem. It is an
attempt to persuade students to have small families in
the interest of averting the negative consequences of
rapid population growth.
In defense of the "persuasion" approach, as it is
used in population education, it can be said that respond-
ing to social problems is one of the traditional roles of
the schools. Moreover, such a response ties education
to the real world; it makes learning "relevant." Such
an approach may also have the advantage of appealing to
students, especially if students have already perceived
the problem as a real one.
On the other side, a number of objections can be
raised to the persuasion approach as it is applied in
population education.
1. Basing educational content on current problems --
what might be called "crisis teaching" -- leads to curri -
culum confusion. Today's crisis may become tomorrow's
dead issue, in which case the curriculum must be changed,
and repeatedly, as crises come and go. Viederman (1972a)
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gives a classic illustration of this, drawn from population
education itself:
In 19^3 » the National Association of
Secondary-School Principals and the
National Council for the Social Studies
jointly sponsored what may he the first
unit on population prepared for American
schools. The concern at that time was
not "overpopulation." "It is becoming
clear," the authors noted, "that America
and, in fact, all nations with advanced
economy and culture must take account of
a trend toward population decrease ." (p. 434).
Cultural arrogance aside, this unit was clearly not what
Philip Hauser had in mind 20 years later when he called
for the inclusion of population education in the school
curriculum
.
This does not mean that current problems should not
be discussed in the classroom. Quite the contrary: they
should be used as often as possible, both as a means of
capturing students' attention and a way of showing the
relevance of academic studies to the real world. But
something more durable than a set of current problems --
and certainly something more comprehensive than only one
view of any given problem — is needed as a basis i or
the school curriculum.
2. Crisis education tends to obscure the more subtle
but often more important aspects ol a subject or topic.
If population growth, for example, is the core of a
population education program (as indeed it seems to be
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in many American classrooms) then issues like population
distribution, composition, depopulation, mortality and a
host of other demographic issues will be missed. It is
just possible that these issues will be the key problems
tomorrow, if not today, and students will have little
notion of how to deal with them.
3. Crisis teaching tends to encourage a preselytizing
posture on the part of teachers, which can have the effect
of alienating students or developing in them the anti-
intellectual habit of accepting whatever a person in
authority says. Moreover, as the present author has
written elsewhere (Clark, 1972):
. . . indoctrination has never really work-
ed to begin with, at least not when practiced
in the schools alone, without the support of
homes, churches, economic and political sys-
tems and all the other agencies of society.
Students who hold values just because their
teachers hold them often find the entire edi-
fice tumbling down as soon as they leave the
confines of the schools and meet -- or fail
to meet — the challenges of opposing views.
Values are hard-fought beliefs; they are
born of conflict and nutured through a long
process of sharpening our perceptions, refin-
ing our analysis, and perhaps changing our
minds, until finally we commit ourselves to
something that is ours . Schools cannot teach
values per se ; they can only provide the op-
portunity for clarifying, testing and refin-
ing them. (p. 31)
•
4. Crisis teaching tends to focus on answers to
predetermined problems rather than encouraging the more
honest intellectual pursuit of problem identification.
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As a result, students memorize other people’s answers
and seldom develop the analytical skills to investigate
new problems as they may arise. What they learn, then,
has very little lasting value.
iurther, crisis teaching, because of its advocacy
position, tends to short-change the complexity of the
academic disciplines involved in problem analysis. Such
education leads to half-truths, misinformation and un-
intended distortions.
5- Finally, crisis education attempts to do what
schools really cannot do: solve social economic or
political problems. For every problem facing contemporary
American society -- crime, cancer, energy shortages,
automobile accidents, air pollution, the arms race, and
so forth -- there are specialized agencies and trained
professionals who are much better prepared to handle these
problems than the schools.
The assumption, of course, is that attitudes developed
by students in school affect their future behavior and
therefore help to solve problems. But is this true? To
what extent has driver education reduced the accident rate
in the United States? To what extent has health education
reduced the level of cigarette smoking, drug use or venereal
disease among American teenagers? To what extent has the
preaching of peace or the teaching of the humanities reduced
the level of violence in the world?
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Unfortunately, there is no evidence to indicate that
any of these educational programs have had a positive effect
on these social problems. Indeed, the severity of these
problems has increased during the same time that school
programs to reduce them have developed. The reason, of
course, is that people's knowledge or even their attitudes
have far less to do with their behavior than other more
powerful factors, such as economic incentives, social
rewards and punishments, and legal constraints (or the
lack thereof )
.
"Win" buttons in the Ford administration did not
lower the rate of oil consumption, but increased prices
did; driver education has not lowered the accident rate,
but the nationwide 55 miles per hour speed limit did;
studying the humanities has not minimized the use of war
as a political tool — as George Steiner's persuasive
essay "To Civilize Our Gentlemen" (1969) shows so clearly --
but it is just possible that the real politik policies of
Henry Kissinger did; and most certainly, the use of family
planning propaganda in India during the 1950s and 1960s
did not reduce the birth rate, but the changing social
and economic conditions in numerous countries throughout
the world -- and for more than 200 years -- have indeed
reduced the birth rate. (See "The Tragedy oi the Non-
Commons" essay in Chapter V). It is interesting to note,
in this regard, that a study of American married college
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students (Darney, 1970) revealed that 78 percent of the
respondents considered overpopulation to he a national
problem, but only 4 percent of them thought this awareness
would influence the number of children they had.
One explanation for the failure of persuasion programs
in the schools can be found in "social trap" theory (Platt,
1973). According to this theory, individuals are often
caught in "traps" in which their immediate self-interests
conflict with the interests of society and even their own
long-term interests. Speeding at 70 mph to make an appoint
ment
,
having a fourth child for personal satisfaction, keep
ing the thermostat at 70 degrees would all be examples of
"social traps." In such situations, people almost always
"resolve" the conflict by acting in their immediate self-
interests. Information/persuasion programs in the schools
usually fail because they ask students to act in their
long-term self interest.
Rice (1975) summarizes the research findings in
"social trap" theory by deriving three axioms about human
behaviors
1 . "Immediate rewards are generally more effec-
tive than long-range consequences.
2. "Rewards to the individual are usually more
effective than rewards to the group.
3 . "The ideal way to reinforce some desired
behavior is to reward those who do it,
while simultaneously punishing those who
don't." (p. 52).
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Schools are in no position to act on these axioms; their
primary rewards are grades, which are not given for non-
academic behavior like smoking or not smoking.
Moreover, it is highly questionable if schools, which
are very conservative institutions to begin with, are in
any position, either politically, socially, or intellec-
tually, to respond quickly or forcefully to social prob-
lems. Schools are more often socially reactive than
socially instigative. There is little evidence, unfortunately
,
that educators are "the great question-askers" or "ultimately
the great movers and shakers" that Pitkin claims they are.
Educators, and indeed society at large, have been
enormously naive in their beliefs about the effectiveness
of school programs to remedy social ills. (Cynics argue
that schools are called upon to "solve" social problems
precisely because such programs do not require any change
in behavior. ) The call for population education as a
means of lowering fertility, of course, is just one
instance of this naivete. This does not mean that popula-
tion education, or any other social-problem related program,
should not be included in the curriculum. But it does
suggest that the solution to current social problems
should not be used as the main justification for including
such programs. There are sounder, long-range educational
reasons, which will be discussed shortly in detail.
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The "exploratory" approach
The "objective," "exploratory" approach to population
education avoids most of the pitfalls that the "persuasion"
approach falls into. Viederman's emphasis on population
as a problem to be defined rather than a pre-determined
problem to be solved provides flexibility and insures that
any population education program will be relevant -- because
it will always respond to the reality of the moment . Such
an open-ended approach can be used in the United States in
19^3 or in 1962, in a depopulating rural area of this
country or a rapidly-growing suburban area, in India or in
France, without violating the social needs of any time or
any place.
Moreover, without a preoccupation with the population
problem, a variety of population issues can be examined, no
matter how insignificant they may seem . And, of course,
the value-fair approach militates against a proselytizing
mode of teaching. And finally, the exploratory approach
encourages the development of analytic skills that can
serve students throughout their lives.
It can be argued, of course, that the open-ended
approach fails to respond to pressing social needs, if
and when they may arise. But as we have seen, it is
highly questionable if schools can have much immediate
effect on social problems, anyway. Perhaps their greatest
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social contribution is the development of rational,
analytically sophisticated, and open-minded people.
Ironically, it is on this last point that Viederman
may appear vulnerable. He seems to assume that people,
when they reach a rational conclusion, will act upon this
conclusion. Hence he says the main goal of population
education "is to assist students in conceptualizing the
relevance of population for themselves, to assist them
thereby in making rational and responsible individual
and collective decisions" (1972a, p. 435). But as
Poffenberger and Weiss point out: "From the standpoint
of the fertility behavior of a society, norms rather
than rationality may be the concept with which we must
deal" (1976, p. 124). Echoing our earlier discussion of
"social traps," they write:
Major modification in fertility can be
expected to take place only as a result of
changes in the rewards and punishments
society offers for high and low fertility...
To change behavior, the contingencies of
events which accompany the behavior must be
modified. In short, the social norms and
structures of the society which determine
behavior must change. One cannot be taught
to be "rational" in an "irrational" environ-
ment, i.e., one cannot be convinced of the
desirability of a two-child family in a
social environment which socially and
economically suggests large families. (p. 124).
In other words, there is no reason to believe that con-
clusions freely and rationally arrived at will lead to
consequent behavior any more than conclusions proferred
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by a teacher. The dynamics of "social traps" will apply
in either case.
On the other hand, in defense of Viederman* s position,
it would seem reasonable to assume that an educational
process that exposes students to new information and
fosters the development of analytical skills would influence
the way students perceive their self-interest. In other
words, it is quite possible that values can be changed
through rational analysis. If nothing else, education
can help students perceive the most effective or rational
way to achieve whatever values they may hold.
Furthermore, Viederman never suggests that rational
analysis alone will alter behavior. He clearly states
that "the goal of understanding is not purely intellectual"
but also must "involve students in an exploration of their
own values and attitudes." (1972a, p. 435). He does
argue, however, that population education should "provide
the intellectual underpinning for responsible action,"
(1972b, p. 435), a position which anyone who believes in
the existence of reason and the potential for learning
would probably espouse. Of course it is very difficult
to act rationally in an irrational world, as Poffenberger
and Weiss point out, and it is equally difficult -- if
"social traps" theory is right -- to pursue long-term
interests when society rewards short-term interests. But
Viederman is not talking about the social context of
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of education in his writings on population education. He
is talking about education itself, independent of social
conditions, and here his position seems eminently sound.
This author has no quarrel whatsoever with Viederman's
position on substantive grounds, but there may be reason
to question part of his formulation from a tactical point
of view, as a strategy for gaining acceptance for popula-
tion education in the schools. Viederman (1975* P* 6)
identifies the following three steps in a population educa-
tion sequence: analysis, decision making, and action. Now
education may or may not lead to decision making and
action, but curricular decisions can be made quite inde-
pendent of any evidence one way or the other. Indeed, such
decisions are made all the time in education. One of the
great frustrations of being a teacher is not being able
to see the ultimate, long-term effects of your work.
Educators often hope -- in fact, they often assume -- that
learning has some effect on the future decisions and actions
of students, but they do not need proof of such effect to
justify their enterprise. In other words, Viederman seems
to be putting an onus on population education that other
subjects in the curriculum do not have to carry. The fact
that his writing is meant to apply to adult, non-formal
education programs in developing countries as well as to
school programs in the United States may explain his emphasis
Population education programs in India areon action.
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indeed meant to lead to action. But in the schools of
America, education programs need not justify themselves
by the actions they produce
,
and may in fact run into
opposition if they are too action oriented.
The following section attempts to justify the
inclusion of population education in American schools by
appealing to the traditional goals of American education.
In no way is this an attack on Viederman's position; if
anything, it is a tempering of the claims Viederman makes
for population education. But this tempering may in the
end have the effect of making population education more
acceptable to educators.
The "integrated" approach
Historically, there have been two principal, over-
arching goals in American education, if not in the entire
Western tradition; to teach students how to think, and
to teach them how to live. Puritan Americans would have
referred to the training of the mind in the use of "right
reason" and the nuturing of the soul in preparation for
the afterlife. Today we are more apt to speak of the
development of cognitive skills and the clarification of
one's values, a recent update on the Socratic dictum,
"Know thyself," based on Socrates' belief that "the un-
examined life is not worth living.
No matter how these goals are described, they have
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remained since the time of the Greeks as a type of ontolo-
gical bedrock in the Western educational tradition. Add
to them Aristotle's idea that man is by nature a gregarious
animal and only becomes truly human when he is part of a
larger society, and we have the three main components of
American educational philosophy today. As Weinstein (1976)
has pointed out, "Curriculum theorists have described three
basic needs from which decisions about what to teach are
made: (1) the needs of society; (2) the needs of the
subject-matter disciplines; and (3) the needs of the
learner" (p. 3)*
"The needs of the subject-matter" of course refers
to the cognitive aspects of learning, the development of
logical, analytic powers, leading, it is hoped, to the
ability to make sense of the external world. The segmen-
tation of knowledge into various and sometimes competing
academic disciplines has often had the effect of obscur-
ing the primary goal of cognitive education -- to teach
students to think — and has lapsed into purveying know-
ledge for knowledge's sake, but the disciplines have not
obscured the goals of helping students to understand the
external world. Each academic discipline embodies its own
perspective on reality, and students, by internalizing this
perspective, can develop a "cognitive map" which allows them
to move through the world of discrete and often disparate
phenomena without getting lost. Each cognitive map --
whether from history, sociology, geography, biology or eco-
nomics -- provides a framework into which reality can fit, or
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to put it more accurately, a type of perceptual overlay
through which we can look at the world. Each overlay
screens the reality we see on the "other side," determining
in fact the way we see it, even though the reality examined
by each discipline remains essentially the same. The main
task of educators in the current age of specialization is
to help students integrate these various views of reality
into some coherent whole, but without losing the unique
perspective that each discipline offers.
"The needs of the learner," as Weinstein uses the
phrase, refers to the affective domain of education: the
feelings, attitudes and values of students. Historically,
the values "taught" in education were synonymous with the
values of the larger society and the philosophy which
governed it, whether it be Roman Catholicism in Medieval
Europe or Puritan Protestantism in 17th century New England.
(This same symbiotic relationship between philosophy and
education still exists in much of the Moslem world today).
But with the growth of sectarian societies in the West,
education passed into secular hands and "values education"
became deemphasized in the schools, if not totally excluded.
Formal education thus became largely an intellectual endeav
or. It is only recently, with the ascendance of the
human-
istic education movement with its emphasis on values
edu
cation" and the "education of the self," that values
and
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feeling have regained a certain legitimacy in the class-
rooms of America.
The needs of society," as a governing principle for
designing school curricula, can be defined in several ways,
and in one sense it incorporates the cognitive and affective
domains of learning; after all, society needs individuals
who can think and who have the "right" values. But society
American society also needs people with certain basic
skills like reading, writing, and computing, and people
with more specialized training who can satisfy the demands
of the economy. But beyond all these practical needs,
American society has always called upon its schools to
produce good citizens, people who understand the principles
of democracy, the workings of government, and some of the
basic issues facing American society. Traditionally,
courses in civics and American history sought to meet this
demand, and more recently a variety of other courses, usual-
ly taught in the social studies department, have joined in
the same effort. But no matter what these courses are
called, the goal is essentially the same; to make students
socially aware, to teach them "civic literacy." Many
educators see this goal as one of the most important in
American education.
The question is where does population education fit
into this scheme of education, if at all? What role does
population education have to play in furthering cognitive,
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affective and social skills? To what extent does it serve
the needs of the student, society and the academic disci-
plines?
It is the basic thesis of this dissertation that popu-
lation education should be included in the high school
curriculum for the same reasons that most subjects are
included: to promote the intellectual, moral and social
development of students.
A corollary of this thesis is that special pleading
lor population education -- on the grounds that new repro-
ductive values or rationalized fertility behavior are
needed -- is both wrong and unnecessary. To study popula-
tion because there is a problem is comparable to studying
biology because there is cancer, or chemistry because there
is air pollution, or history because there is war. These
disciplines -- including demography -- may in fact have
something to say about these problems, but the reason for
studying them reach far beyond any current need to solve
a problem. Why should population education be held account-
able for behavior change any more than any other subject in
the curriculum?
Problems come and go, but the methods of identifying,
analyzing and eventually solving these problems remain
remarkably stable over time. The nature of rational discourse
has not changed since the beginning of recorded history,
and probably long before; intellectual skills, such as the
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ability to observe, categorize, infer, deduce, synthesize,
and create, were as useful to Neanderthal man as they are
to scientific man. It is precisely for this reason -- to
develop these intellectual skills -- that we teach the disci-
plines we do in the schools. It should also be the reason
for teaching about population.
A second thesis of this dissertation -- which is really
a supportive argument for the first -- is that population
education is eminently well suited to further the traditional
goals of American education, much better suited in fact
than many of the subjects or topics now given prominence
in the curriculum. Moreover, it is ideal for pursueing
several of the current interests in education, including
"inquiry," "values clarification," and "global literacy."
Arguments for population education
Keeping in mind the three basic "needs" which schools
must attempt to satisfy, the following points are made in
support of population education as a subject to be inte-
grated into the high school curriculum:
1. Population education stands on a solid knowledge
base, derived from a long and increasingly active
academic
tradition. The data in demography are without question
among the most reliable used by social scientists.
And
needless to say, the concepts in demography can be
viewed
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as both dependent and independent variables.
2. Population education offers students a new "cog-
nitive map." Demographic literacy is another way of
reading reality.
3* Population education, like any academic discipline,
can be used to further the cognitive goal of developing
rational, analytical thinking. But population education
is especially well-suited for teaching process skills,
such as the reading of tables, charts, and graphs, and the
interpreting of data. Such skills, including the ability
to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of survey techniques
is almost an intellectual prerequisite to live as a well-
informed person in the United States in the 20th century.
4. Population education, moreover, is ideal for
inquiry teaching and learning, for while the data of demogra
phy are widely accepted, the interpretations of these data
are greatly disputed. Experience with hard data, on the
one hand, and intellectual uncertainty, on the other, will
give students a realistic picture of knowledge in the
contemporary world.
5 . Population education deals with a current issue
of great concern, both domestically and throughout the
world. Hence it is "relevant" and likely to appeal to
students
.
6. At the same time, population education deals with
enduring phenomena that will always be important, it is
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not a subject of only transient interest. Population
factors will always have an important influence on personal
life styles, on the economy, on social phenomena like crime
and health care, on public policy and on the environment.
7. Population education, then, is ideally suited to
further the traditional educational goal of developing
"civic literacy" among students. It deals with a topic of
current social significance
,
and it develops awareness of
phenomena that will always have social significance, whether
or not population growth is seen as a major problem.
8. Moreover
,
population education is international
in character, thereby adding one more global dimension to
the curriculum. Population awareness, or better yet,
demographic literacy, is an important component in "global
literacy," a topic of considerable interest in American
education today, not to mention the society at large.
9* Population education is interdisciplinary, drawing
its content from demography, the biological sciences, all
of the social sciences, and history. The study of popu-
lation, then, can help further the cause of integrating
learning
.
10. Population studies deal with subjects that are
inherently interesting to young people: sex, contraception,
abortion, marriage, divorce, male-female roles, mortality,
mobility, life-styles and desired family size.
11. Such topics as those just mentioned are ideal for
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values clarification. Perhaps no subject now taught in
the schools deals with more controversial issues or more
material related to crucial life decisions than population
education. Hence population education is ideal for affective
learning
.
12. Population education offers a unique opportunity
for integrating cognitive and affective learning. Nothing
could more hard-headed than the data of demography and
nothing could be more controversial than the values en-
countered in population studies. To put it another way,
population education covers the entire spectrum of episte-
mological evidence, from the most objective (the simple
counting of heads) to the most subjective (the decision
to have children)
. It offers a rare blending of the
scientific and humanistic traditions.
These 12 points are not meant to be exhaustive, and
they are not listed in order of importance, but together
they form what might be considered a persuasive argument
for the inclusion of population education in the high
school curriculum. According to the criteria now used for
judging the appropriateness of subject matter, population
education seems to qualify on all counts; it meets the
needs of ‘society, the academy, and the students.
Indeed, a survey conducted for The President's Commission
(1972) found that the overwhelming majority of American
adults were in favor of population education programs in
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the schools. Viederman (1972b) summarized some of these
findings as follows:
In response to a question: "Do you believe
that schools in the United States should give
special attention to the causes and conse-
quences of population growth?" 80 percent of
a national sample of persons over 16 responded
favorably, 12 percent negatively, and 8 per-
cent registered no opinion . . . Catholics over
30 registered most opposition, but even in
this group only 20 percent were actually
opposed to school .programs
,
while 71 percent
were in favor. There was less black opposi-
tion (7 percent) than white (13 percent)
(p. 11).
There is also evidence that students are interested in
population issues, if not actually demanding educational
programs in the subject.
Students' needs and interests
A number of studies conducted in recent years indicate
that most high school and college students surveyed consider
population to be a major v/orld problem, although generally
less serious than war, pollution and poverty (Bachman, 1971;
Brown, 1971; Wernick, 1971). Some students -- roughly 10
percent in all of the surveys -- considered the population
problem to be the most serious problem in the world today,
while varying percentages placed it in the second, third,
fourth or fifth rank.
At the same time, these studies show that students
know very little about population. One survey, involving
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1600 high school students in New York and New Jersey, found
that only 2? percent of the students knew the approximate
population of the United States. Almost 50 percent under-
estimated — 29 percent of the total put the population
under 100 million -- and 15 percent said that it was more
than 500 million (Wernick, 1971).
Students in this and other surveys were equally un-
informed about world population figures, about doubling
times, and about the causes and "cures” of population
growth. One study conducted at the City University of
New York found that "all but one of the 200 initial respon-
dents greatly overestimated the contribution of the poor
to the number of births in this country" (Russo, 1971,
p. 359 )* The problem, then, as serious as the students
might perceive it to be, remains essentially someone else's
problem, at least in this case.
Besides a general ignorance about facts, rates and
inter-relationships in population studies, students seem
to be very weak in the skills needed to interpret demographic
data. A study conducted by Indiana University (Brown, 1971)
found that high school students had difficulty in reading,
interpreting and summarizing data presented in graph form.
Even the most simple operations, such as identifying
variables on a graph, presented problems for 25 percent
of the students. And very often students confused changes
in rates with absolute changes. For example, a decrease in
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the £ate of natural increase would be interpreted as a
decrease in population size
.
Moreover, surveys indicate that the students seem to have
given very little thought to the demographic implications
ol their own behavior. When asked, students are able to
state their ideal family size, but they are not able to
explain the social consequences of such ideals (Gustavus
and Nam, 1970). Nor are they able to explain the various
causes and effects of high fertility, internal migration,
population density, and immigration -- although it is safe
to say that most Americans have experienced two or more of
these phenomena either in their own lifetime or in their
family's recent history.
The most intimate and certainly the most exciting-
aspect of personal demographic behavior, sex, is also an
area of considerable ignorance, and not a little interest
among students. The President's Commission (1972) reported:
A recent national study of unmarried
teenage girls revealed that 14 percent of
15-year-olds and up to 44 percent of 19-
year-olds reported having had sexual rela-
tions. Only 20 percent of these girls used
contraception regularly. Such a low incidence
of contraception use is particularly signifi-
cant when less than half of these girls knew
when during the monthly cycle a girl can be-
come pregnant. Rates of out-of-wedlock
births to young women aged 15 to 19 increased
by two to threefold between 1940 and 1968 .
Venereal disease in the United States is
considered by public health officials an epi-
demic of unusual extent and severity. They
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®^"kdmate "that; 2.3 million ca^pc: nf i . .
venereal disease were treated in the UnUed°
US
States last year. The incidence of reported
under°25 (p?*85).
i8 am °ng p6rS0ns
Although population education is not sex education, it
deals with phenomena that are intimately related to sexual
behavior; it will inevitably raise questions and provide
information useful to students in their personal lives.
bvidence would seem to indicate, then, that students
are concerned about population on a macro level and already
involved and deeply interested in population-related issues
on a micro level. At the same time, they have very little
information and few skills to process data on either level.
Educationally — and socially — this is a situation that
demands attention; pedagogically
,
it is a situation that
offers unusual opportunities.
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CHAPTER IV
CURRICULAR IMPLICATIONS
Strategies for inclusion
There are three basic ways to introduce new subjects
into the school curriculum: (1) by offering new courses;
(2) by including separate units of study into already-
existing courses; and (3) by infusing new material into
established subjects. Population education could be added
to the curriculum in any or all of these ways.
Separate courses in population studies could be
offered the way courses are now offered in "psychology,"
"cultural anthropology," "black history," "economics,"
"urban studies," and a host of other electives, usually
given by the social studies department. Population studies
would fit just as naturally into the science department.
The main advantage of offering a whole course in popula-
tion is that students could pursue the subject in depth;
the disadvantage is that population would be competing
with several other courses, assuming it is offered as an
elective, and would therefore attract a limited number of
students
.
The "unit" approach, on the other hand, has the
advantage of flexibility. Because two- or three-week
units could be added to courses in history, social studies,
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science and any number of other subjects dealing with
global affairs, more students would be reached than
through the separate course approach. Moreover, the units
can be shortened or lengthened according to the amount of
time available; units fit very well into modular scheduling.
The disadvantage of the "unit" approach is that students
would spend less time on population studies than they
would in a semester-long course.
The "infusion" approach has by far the broadest impact
but it runs the danger of being the most superficial. For
example, population topics — or rather a population dimen-
sion to a topic -- can be infused into almost any subject
in the curriculum and at any level, thereby reaching all
students, but it might become "just" one more dimension
of the topic. Population would not be studied for its own
sake; demographic variables, in other words, would seldom
be seen as independent variables. On the other hand, popula-
tion factors would become integrated with other variables
in this approach and would thus be seen as important
aspects of any topic.
Massialas (1972, p. 3^7) gives the following illustra-
tion of how population could be infused into an 8th grade
American history course. This same approach could be used,
of course, on the high school level.
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History Topics
1. European Colonization
of New World
2. Characteristics of
Colonies
3* American Revolution
4. Union Under the
Constitution
5* Development of Trade
and Manufacture
(Sectional Differences)
6. Westward Expansion
7. Civil War
8. Industrialization
9* U. S. and World Affairs
Population Topics
People and Vital Events
in Pre-Revolutionary Era
Population Distribution -
Formation of Village
Communities
Natural Increase in the
Early Stages of the
American Demographic
Transition
Taking a Population Cen-
sus Under Article I
Economic Growth and the
Rise of Cities
Peopling the New Frontier
The Changing Regional
Balance of Population
Immigration as a Compo-
nent of Population Change
World Population Growth
and American Diplomacy
This listing of topics gives a good idea of how per-
vasive the ’’infusion" approach can be, but it also raises
some questions. How much time would the average teacher
spend on the demographic aspects of each topic, given the
limited time available for each topic to begin with? How
deeply could the students analyze the demographic compo-
nents of each topic? Would they learn enough about the
dynamics of any one demographic concept to be able to apply
their understanding to new situations? Or would they
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simply learn a few demographic facts about a particular
situation r iinally, how many textbooks include a population
dimension in the topics they cover?
Obviously, each approach has its strengths and weak-
nesses; no one approach is superior to any other. But
given the limited "space" in the school curriculum -- teach-
ers list "difficulty fitting in" and "lack of time" as their
number one and two reasons for not teaching about population
(Gustavus and Huether, 1976) -- and given the time lag
between the development of a new curricular interest and
the inclusion of the new subject matter in standard texts,
it would seem that the "separate course" approach and the
"infusion" approach would not be as easily implemented at
the present time as the "unit" approach. However, this is
not to suggest that the other approaches should not be
pursued. Ideally, all three approaches would be used simul-
taneously.
Objectives and methods
Much more interesting than where to teach about popula-
tion in the curriculum is the question of what to teach and
how to teach it. Very few of the writers in the field of
population education have attempted to translate their
broad, theoretical discussions into specific objectives
or methodologies that can be applied to the classroom.
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Indeed, only Massialas and Slesnick seem to be involved
with school-aged students at all. Viederman, in his most
recent and probably his most comprehensive paper on popula-
tion education (1976) , devotes only two sentences out of 26
pages to methodology. They are:
Both formal and non-school population
education programs have at one time or
another used the full range of methodologies
available. However, methodological issues
and the assessment of the relative effective-
ness of various methods have not attracted
much attention, until recently (p. 18).
When asked about this cursory treatment of methodologies,
Viederman said, "I simply don't know anything about metho-
dology" (private communication). As in many fields of
education, the best known theorists in population education
have little or no contact with the day-to-day challenges
facing teachers in the classroom.
However, two population education projects (at the
Universities of Delaware and North Carolina) and one
doctoral dissertation (at Teachers College, Columbia) have
attempted to put the goals and objectives of population
education in a systematic form that teachers can use. In
other words, they have tried to identify the content of
population education.
The Delaware Population Curriculum Study published
A Conceptual Scheme for Population-Environment Studies, in
1972, written by a number of "fellows" but under the direction
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of Robert W. Stegner, professor of biology and education,
and Val E. Arnsdorf, professor of social studies education
(Stegner and Arnsdorf, 1972). The project describes the
basic theme of its work this way: "Man is part of a
natural system, the earth, and is ultimately subject to
the limits of the system" (p. 7). The Conceptual Scheme
then derives six major "concepts" from this theme (p. 8):
1. The earth is a finite natural system.
2. The evolution of man resulted in a capacity for
culture
.
3* The natural system influenced the evolution of
human culture
.
4. Cultural evolution led to dominance of the en-
vironment .
5* The activities of human population may lead to
conditions restricting the quality of life.
6. By planning within the natural system, a life of
acceptable quality can be provided for all people.
As valid as these six points may be , they clearly are not
concepts; they are observations, descriptions, generali-
zations, and even predictions, but they are not concepts.
A concept is an abstraction that has universal applica-
tion. lor example, the following words represent concepts:
love, hatred, truth, goodness, evil, justice, sovereignty,
power, norm, role, fertility and mortality. Concepts are
drawn from the physical world but do not themselves have
physical properties; they can be found everywhere but are
invisible
.
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1 *is seeming paradox has led "to considerable philoso-
phical debate about the ontological status of concepts.
Plato believed that concepts existed in an ideal world in-
dependent of the physical world. Empiricists like Hume,
on the other hand, believe that concepts were only genera-
lized ideas derived from concrete instances. Plato contended
that love and even "chairness," the ideal chair, existed
quite independent of mundane copies of these ideas, whereas
Hume and most contemporary philosophers would say that
without concrete examples of love and chairs we would have
no way of forming the idea of love or "chairness." Some
modern linguists, most notably Foam Chomsky, have revived
the idea that concepts may exist prior to experience.
Many educationists compound the problem by taking
concepts out of the realm of the abstract entirely, and
use the word "concept" to stand for facts, descriptions
and generalizations. Such use of the word destroys the
original meaning of "concept;" it strips it of its univer-
sality and timelessness. From a pedagogical point of
view, the loss is substantial. A curriculum based on
concepts offers an opportunity for open-ended inquiry,
but one based on facts and generalizations limits discussion
to the information already given. A further discussion
of this point appears on page 64.
The Delaware Scheme , as already noted, uses six
statements, mislabeled as concepts, as the basis for its
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curriculum. For each of these "concepts," the Scheme lists
a series of "subconcepts." The only "concept" that deals
with population in any detail is number five, "The acti-
vities of human population..." The rest are almost entire-
ly environmental or cultural in content. Some of the "sub-
concepts" listed for "concept" five includes
C. Human activities may deplete natural resources.
1. Growing populations and/or increased demands
for agricultural products may result in de-
pletion of resources.
2. Growing populations and/or increased demands
for industrial products may result in deple-
tion of resources.
3. Urbanization tends to deplete natural resources.
E. Population pressure may affect human behavior.
1. Personal freedom may decline in dense popula-
tions .
2. The effects of stress increase in dense popula-
tions .
3. In dense populations individuals often lack a
sense of social responsibility (p. 17-18).
Aside from the self-evident nature of many of these
"sub-concepts," it is questionable just how valid some of
them are. For example, it is not urbanization that depletes
natural resources; it is people, their level of affluence,
and more than anything else, the type of technology used
by modern industrial states. There may be a correlation
between urbanization and resource depletion, but that is
not the same as a causation. And the citizens of the
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Netherlands, who number about 1.100 per square mile, will
be surprised to hear that they are supposed to have fewer
ireedoms than, say, the citizens of Uganda, who number only
about 126 per square mile. It is highly questionable that
population density itself reduces personal freedom or
increases stress.
Setting aside any possible errors and oversights (there
certainly is not very much material dealing with population
here), one is left with the gnawing question of what teach-
ers are going to do with such "concepts" and "sub-concepts."
The authors give an answer, of sorts: "When the sub-con-
cepts are identified, materials for their attainment can
be found in existing sources or can be developed for the
use of the teachers and students" (p. 9)* Most of the real
work, then, is yet to be done.
To be fair, it should be mentioned that the Scheme
devotes 62 of its 86 pages to an "Expanded Conceptual
Scheme," which lists facts and generalizations (sub-sub-
concepts?) for each of the "sub-concepts," organized under
three columns according to grade level: K-4 , 5~8, and 9-12.
Under the 9~12 column can be found such population related
items as:
"Population density has lead (sic) to laws regulating
the activities of people."
"Individuals adjust or fail to adjust to stress on the
basis of motivation, background and culture."
"Population pressure tends to intensify psychiatric
disorders in man" (p. 77)
•
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"The rate of population growth is related to family
size .
"
"Reduction in population size may result in a corres-
ponding decrease in population pressure."
"Sexuality may be expressed without reproduction."
"Family size can be increased by adoption" (p. 78).
It is hard to maintain a scholarly tone in the face of
such self-evident statements parading as insights. The
authors claim that "The scheme, whether adopted in whole
or in part, can serve as an inventory of concepts and
teaching materials and as a pattern in which faculty inter-
relationships can be identified" (p. 7). It would not be
appropriate to comment on "faculty interrelationships"
here, but the scheme clearly does not deal with concepts,
and nowhere does it mention teaching materials.
As for student reactions to the "concepts" and "sub-
concepts" in the Scheme , only field testing would provide
objective evidence, but one would imagine that not many
high school students would be either surprised or challenged
by such ideas. Nor would they become demographically
literate or develop a new "cognitive map," exposed as they
would be to so little population material. They might come
across some new values and attitudes, but whether they would
clarify any of their own values is impossible to determine.
The Scheme gives no idea of what would happen in the class-
room, which is perhaps one of its greatest weaknesses and
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the main reason to question its usefulness. It is also
curious that a project called "Population Curriculum Study"
would produce a curriculum guide that is so limited in its
coverage of population issues.
A more recent and much more thoroughly population-
oriented guide has been written by Mary Turner Lane and
Ralph E. Wileman of the Carolina Population Center, Univer-
sity of North Carolina. Titled A Structure for Population
Education (Lane and Wileman, 1974), the guide provides a
list of goals, generalizations and behavioral objectives
that the authors deem appropriate for population education.
They list seven goals which students "are to develop under-
standings and attitudes abouts"
1. Basic population and demographic terms.
2. Human reproduction and family planning.
3. Family size and standards of living.
4. Population and the environment.
5 . Population and the economy.
6. Population policies and programs in this
and other countries.
7 . The growing personal and collective effect
of the population phenomenon (p. 9)*
For each of these goals a number of generalizations
-- 82
in all — are given, such as the following:
1.4 Family planning is the deliberate efiort
on the part of a married couple to control
their fertility.
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1*8 Population is a particular group of in-
habitants of a given locality.
2.2
Pregnancy, childbirth, and child dependency
are natural events in human life.
3*2 Family size has a direct influence on the
economic stability of a family (p. 10-13).
And each generalization is then translated into a series of
behavioral objectives, for a grand total of about 800. The
objectives for family planning, 1.4 above, are:
1.4.1 Define orally or in writing the term
family planning.
1.4.2 List three to six actions that could be
described as deliberate efforts to con-
trol fertility.
1.4.3 List three to six reasons for family
planning
.
1.4.4 Name two to four agencies that have
assisted couples to control their fertility.
This guide has certain distinct advantages over the
Delaware Scheme . It has far more population content; it
includes behavioral objectives, which, besides being useful
and in keeping with current educational practice, actually
give some ideas for classroom activities; and its authors
have the sophistication to know the difference between a
concept and a generalization. It should be pointed out,
however, that many of these "generalizations" are not really
generalizations at all. Some are simply facts -- 'In some
countries, family planning programs have been developed
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and implemented" — and others are definitions -- "Immigra-
tion is the process of entering a new habitat" (p. 11, 15).
But such oversights are not so serious when one considers
that generalizations are basically facts broadly applied.
In other respects, however, the North Carolina Structure
is similar to the Delaware Scheme . For example, some of its
statements are of questionable accuracy. Is it really true
that "the traditional American belief in the value and worth
of the individual has been extended to include concern for
the world's people"? (p. 16 ). And many important topics
and themes have been either left out entirely or dealt
with so cursorily as to be misleading. For example, age
structure is not included at all, and the material related
to "Population and the economy" says nothing about the
mutual interaction of demographic and economic variables.
Students may learn that large populations suffer economi-
cally, which is not necessarily true, and when it is, not the
result of population size alone, but they will learn noth-
ing about the effects of economic conditions on fertility.
Of course any reviewer could find gaps in these
guides, and every reviewer would find different gaps
depending on his interests. There is no limit to the
number of facts and almost no limit to the number of
generalizations that can be stated about a multidisciplinary
subject like population studies. Indeed, a group of
scholars and graduate students at Stanford University
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in the late 1950 s attempted to find all of the social
science generalizations that would be useful in forming a
basis for social studies content in the schools (Hanna and
Lee, 1962). They found a grand total of 3.272 generaliza-
tions. Referring to this study and to this approach to
curriculum development, Edwin Fenton ( 1967 ) has written:
Lists of generalizations are inert.
They become ends in themselves, tempting-
teachers to choose generalizations from a
list, Smorgasbord-fashion, for their students,
rather than means to an end. No one can re-
member more than 3,200 generalizations —
one and a half every school day for twelve
years -- even though many are self-evident.
Nor do the generalizations help students
to learn the processes by which social scien-
tists develop a generalization. Process is
important. In the midst of a knowledge ex-
plosion, each of us must either know how to
build new generalizations, or be content to
live in tomorrow’s world with yesterday's
knowledge (p. 13 ).
The main weakness of both the Delaware Scheme and
the North Carolina Structure is that both are based on a
list of facts, definitions and generalizations, a compendium
of everything "you just have to know," what might be called
"The Sherwin-Vi/illiams Approach" to education. The Sherwin-
Williams paint company claims, "We Cover the Earth," but
the problem with this feat educationally is that covering
tends to obscure rather than elucidate. It never penetrates
below the surface of the subject matter to find the inner
structure lying below. Not that facts are not important;
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they are. Indeed they are indispensable for any intelli-
gent discussion or analysis. But if facts are all that
students learn, they will never learn what to do with
them; they will never develop a "cognitive map" or become
"demographically literate." After all, literacy does not
imply that you have read everything; it means that you are
able to read, such that, given new material, you will be
able to make sense of it. The memorization of facts and
generalizations does not teach such skills.
Concepts: basis for the curriculum
The curriculum reform movement of the 1960s, which
affected virtually every subject taught in the schools,
attempted to focus on analytical skills by replacing
generalizations v/ith concepts as the basis for curriculum
development. In the social studies, such concepts as
"supply," "demand," "role," "socialization," "norm," and
"power" were drawn directly from the social sciences. The
goal was to uncover the underlying structure of these
disciplines, to give students the tools of analysis rather
than the accumulated wisdom of other people's analysis, hot
that this wisdom would not be included in the analysis; it
would. But it would not overshadow the equally important
goal of learning how this wisdom was discovered.
Concepts, after all, do not give us any specific infor-
mation about the world; they simply provide focal points for
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analysis. The demographic concept of "fertility," for
example, does not tell us anything about a particular
country's demographic situation, but it does present the
occasion for asking a series of "analytical questions
What are the determinants of fertility? What effects do
social, economic, educational, religious, ethnic and
geographical factors have on fertility? And vice versa;
how does fertility affect these aspects of life? What
are the constraints on fertility? How does mortality,
the role of women, and the age at marriage affect ferti-
lity? What is the government's policy on fertility, if
any? What incentives or disincentives does the government
offer? What contraceptives are available in the country?
How widely used are they? 'Which are the most popular? What
is the legal status of abortion? What is the history of
fertility rates in this country?
Such questions lead to an analysis of demographic
variables and how they relate to other variables in society.
They force students to examine data, form hypotheses, collect
more data to test these hypotheses, examine the sources of
these data, and finally come to conclusions, if possible.
The "answers," as interesting and rewarding as they may be,
are not as useful as the process of analysis that led to
them. After all, conclusions may change with time and
they may be totally irrelevant to other situations, but
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the process of analysis can be applied to all times and to
all situations.
Unlike facts, which become obsolete very quickly
(especially in the field of demography), concepts are
enduring; and unlike generalizations, which become "inert...
ends in themselves," concepts become means for analyzing
the complex reality behind them. Concepts suggest a dy-
namic world; facts and generalizations suggest a static
one. Anyone can memorize the fact or generalization that
E=mc^, but only someone who has explored the concept of
energy, who understands the dynamic relationship of ele-
ments that Einstein’s formula represents, can do physics.
The same is true of demography. Anyone can memorize a
fertility rate, but only someone who can use concepts like
"fertility" to analyze new situations is truly "demogra-
phically literate," can do demography.
No demographer knows the demographic conditions obtain-
ing in every country in the world, not to mention the
socio-economic-political factors affecting those condi-
tions, but because a demographer is trained in his disci-
pline -- armed, if you will, with concepts like "fertility"
and the analytical questions which follow from them -- he
can "travel" to any country and within a relatively short
period of time develop a good understanding of that country's
demographic situation, assuming the data is available. It
was precisely this skill that "The New Social studies was
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trying to foster through its curriculum reforms 10 years
ago.
Unfortunately, the use of concepts as the basis for
curriculum design - as well as all the other educational
goals that this use implies -- has had virtually no effect
on the work done by educators in the field of population
education. borne theorists, most notably Stephen Viederman,
refer to "demographic literacy" as one of the goals of
population education, but they never explore the ways in
which such literacy could be developed. Lane and Wileman,
in their introduction to A Structure for Population Educa -
tion* refer to Jerome Bruner, one of the founders of the
curriculum reform movement, and to concepts and the struc-
ture of academic disciplines, but they never apply any of
these ideas in their own work. This lack of application is
all the more striking in the light of the following statement
they make:
When Jerome Bruner stated that children
could be taught almost anything at any early
age if the one who did the teaching knew the
structure of the discipline, he set in motion
a powerful movement by academicians and educa-
tors to identify structures of knowledge. The
term structure has come to mean the concepts and
generalizations which are essential and signifi-
cant to understand a particular discipline, as
well as those processes by which new knowledge is
generated and used in the disciplines (p. 6).
From all of this Lane and Wileman extracted one word,
"generalizations," and proceeded to form what they consider
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a structure for population education. But as we have seen,
generalizations are not elemental, either to a discipline
or to the cognitive goals of education; they do not lead
to an understanding of "a particular discipline" or to
those processes by which new knowledge is generated and
used in the disciplines." Generalizations are the results
of those processes; they are the "superstructure" of a
discipline, so to speak, not the basic structure itself
from which everything else springs.
The most recent attempt to establish a curriculum base
for population studies, a dissertation written by Michael S.
Davidson at Teachers College, Columbia University, and titled
"Development of Objectives for Secondary School Population
Education," follows a pattern similar to those written at
Delaware and North Carolina (Davidson, 1976). Although the
results are similar, the approach used by Davidson is some-
what novel. Beginning with a separation of objectives into
three categories -- ultimate objective, intermediate objec-
tives, and immediate objectives -- he researched the litera-
ture on population education and came up with the following
objectives
:
Ultimate objective :
The student should have the capability
to make intelligent and rational decisions
related to population matters.
Intermediate objectives ;
( 1 ) The student should have a basic knowledge
of demography.
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(2) The student should be able to examine
his or her role as a population actor
(fertility, migration, and mortality) in
own family.
(3) The student should be able to examine
his or her role as a population actor
(fertility, migration, and mortality) in
society and in the world.
(4) The student should be able to examine
his or her, and other members' of society
chances of survival and quality of life
as a function of population characteristics
and processes of others (p. 55~56).
The "immediate objectives" numbered 202 in all and ranged
from traditional demographic topics:
Population change as it occurs through births,
deaths and migration
Population growth rate
Demographic transition
In-migration:
to broad social topics:
Needs of self and needs of society (relating
to population) and how they are interrelated
Ecosystem
Educational development
Nutritional levels of the United States with
selected countries;
to idiosyncratic topics:
Population increase expands rather than
diminishes food supply
The heavy use of resources expands rather than
diminishes natural resources because the
upward spiralling costs increase use of
substitute resources
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Population regulation through territoriality,
e.g., birds’ use of songs to ward off
intruders
Decisions concerning who would go to another
planet to live would be made by the govern-
ment rather than by the people (p. 61-74).
To draw up his list of objectives and to design a
survey instrument for collecting reactions to his list,
Davidson consulted with a panel of five population educa-
tion specialists. He then submitted his list and instru-
ment to another panel of five specialists for critical
review and modification. And finally, he mailed his instru-
ment to a "jury of experts," 59 people involved in popula-
tion education, for their evaluation of each of the items
in the survey.
Of the 42 "experts" who responded, all but one accepted
the ultimate objective and an average of 96.9 percent accepted
the intermediate objectives. The 202 immediate objectives
were ranked according to a weighing system based on three
possible responses: "definitely essential," "probably
essential," and "not essential." In all, 61 items were rated
"definitely essential," 105 "probably essential," and 36
"not essential" (p. 125 -126 ).
How a teacher would choose among the 166 "definitely"
and "probably essential" items is never indicated. Nor is
a method of instruction suggested. The assumption is made,
apparently, that if these items are "covered" students would
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"have the capability to make intelligent and rational deci-
sions" (the ultimate objective); they would "have a basic
knowledge of demography;" and they would have examined
their roles and other people's roles as population actors
and the social and global implications of their actions
(the intermediate objectives). But in reality they may or
may not achieve these objectives, depending on the items
"covered" and how they are "covered."
If Davidson had attempted to indicate which immediate
objectives would lead to specific intermediate objectives,
he would have provided a valuable service to teachers, for
without such information, such organization, there is really
no way to know how they are related. In a struct sense,
these objectives, although hierarchically listed, do not
constitute a curriculum design. They are of very limited
use to a classroom teacher.
Moreover, if Davidson had tried to relate means and
ends — immediate objectives, to intermediate objectives,
to the ultimate objective -- he would have seen that
methods of teaching/learning are inextricably tied up
with the achievement of these objectives. Like Lane and
Wileman and Stegner and Arnsdorf , he leaves us with a
long list of topics but no idea of what to do with them.
And like Viederman, from whom the ultimate and intermediate
objectives seem to be drawn, he assumes that knowledge is
the same as the ability to make rational decisions.
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No one would really quarrel with the goals and objec-
tives listed by the writers examined thus far -- they are
all relevant to the study of population — but a more
thorough-going method of integrating population education
into the mainstream of American education is needed, both
on the most philosophical level and on the most practical
level. At the moment population education is somewhere in
between, in a type of limbo; it is neither promoted nor
accepted as a means to traditional educational goals, not
is it presented by curriculum developers in a form that is
immediately useful to classroom teachers. In a very real
sense, educators -- in this case population educators --
need to approach education in the same way that students
need to approach academic disciplines: by uncovering the
basic structure and then exploring the practical applica-
tions of that structure in the real world. Only then will
population education find a secure place in the school
curriculum.
A proposed curricular design
One way to view population education is to: (1) relate
it to the three traditional goals of American education;
(2) derive educational objectives from these goals; and
(3) develop a methodology that will serve those objectives.
The following design attempts to do this.
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Goals
Cognitive: to
Affective: to
Social : to
develop critical thinking
clarify one's values
become demographically literate 1
Ob.j ectives
1* To analyze the dynamics of the following-
concepts:^ fertility, mortality, migration,
distribution, composition (including age
structure), growth/decline, and policy.
2. To clarify one's values about the issues
surrounding these concepts.
3 * To analyze the social implications of the
processes represented by these concepts.
Methodology
1. Inquiry
The proposed curriculum design has the advantage of
simplicity on the one hand and comprehensiveness on the
other. By using the traditional cognitive and affective
goals of American education, the design integrates population
1. Although "demographic literacy" is listed in this
curriculum design as the social goal, it is also
relevant to the cognitive goal, since it fulfills
the "needs of the subject-matter disciplines."
"Demographic literacy" is defined here as the ability
to identify and interpret the causes and consequences
of population phenomena from both a personal and social
point of view. It is argued in this dissertation that
an understanding of the dynamics surrounding the basic
demographic concepts -- and the dynamic relationships
among them — is necessary for "demographic literacy."
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studies into the overall purpose of the schools, and by
using "demographic literacy" as the social goal, it pre-
serves the uniqueness of population studies.
Basing the objectives on concepts has the effect of
paring down the curriculum to its bare essentials, but
these essentials happen to constitute the basic structure
of the discipline involved. Therefore none of the richness
of population studies should be lost by using only a hand-
ful of concepts as the prime focus.
Investigating a concept such as "population growth"
can lead to such questions ass What effect does growth
have on employment? On education? On health? On resources?
On food? On pollution? Moreover, despite this richness,
the use of concepts as the core of the objectives makes the
study of population manageable because the focus is clear.
Seldom is this the case with generalizations. Instead of
202 objectives, this design has only three basic ones.
But the material for any one concept is sufficient for a
lifetime of study. On the university level, entire courses
are often based on just one of these concepts.
Finally, the inclusion of a suggested methodology in
the curriculum design has the advantage of indicating how
the objectives and goals might be achieved. Most curriculum
designs do not include methodology, as we have seen; teachers
are usually left up to their own devices. But methodology
is an inherent part of any curriculum. Indeed, it is the
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ultimate test of a curriculum; it is the concrete embodiment
of its goals and objectives. The way a curriculum is taught
will determine which objectives will be achieved, or even
pursued. In fact, methods often contain their own curricu-
lum, sometimes a hidden one. A curriculum without a method-
ology is like a theory without practice. It may be easier
for curriculum developers to remain on the theoretical
level, but in the end their work remains incomplete and
certainly less useful than if they had indicated to teachers
how the curriculum might be implemented. In education,
perhaps more than in any other form of communication, the
medium i_s the message.
However, suggesting only one methodology, inquiry,
may seem a bit simplistic. After all, any number of methods
could be used to pursue the goals and objectives of the
design. Broadly defined, however -- as simply the investi-
gation of a topic or subject with an open mind -- inquiry
includes many of the teaching techniques now used in the
schools: brainstoming , small group discussions, role
playing, panel discussions, debates, and the reading of
material, even textbooks. An investigation implies the
collection and examination of data, and obviously data can
be found anywhere.
Some educators simply define "inquiry" as discovery
learning, or Socratic teaching, or inductive teaching.
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All of these definitions of "inquiry" are implied by the
methodology recommended in the design, as long as those
definitions themselves imply that students will be active
discoverers and thinkers in the learning process. But
"inquiry" also refers to a specific method of teaching/
learning, and this more "limited" or precise definition is
also implied in the methodology. Indeed, there may be
reason to believe that "inquiry" in this last sense is
the best method for achieving the objectives and goals
of the design. If nothing else, "inquiry" is an enormously
effective way to plung students into the dynamic world
that lies behind any abstract concept. It forces students
to examine and evaluate data (and in the process develop
useful cognitive skills). And most important, it gives
students the experience of going through the process of
arriving at hard-fought conclusions, and thus establishing
knowledge. Such experiences should develop in students
an appreciation for the value and the limitations of
knowledge
.
The inquiry method
Inquiry in its specialized sense is a method of instruc-
tion that was popularized by the curriculum reiorm movement
of the 1960s; it was, in fact, the preferred method of
instruction for most curriculum specialists at that time,
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and it still is today. Educators derived their theory of
inquiry from the writings of John Dewey and more specifically
from his little book How We Think (1910). In that book
Dewey attempts to apply his larger philosophical concerns
to education, in an effort to find some underlying principles
that could bring order to the chaos he saw in the schools.
In the Preface he writes:
Our schools are troubled with a multipli-
cation of studies, each in turn having its own
multiplication of materials and principles . .
.
some clew of unity, some principle that makes
for simplification, must be found. This book
represents the conviction that the needed
steadying and centralizing factor is found in
adopting as the end of endeavor that attitude
of mind, that habit of thought, which we call
scientific (p. iii).
The problems that Dewey perceived 67 years ago are still
with us today, in perhaps magnified form. They exist not
only in the schools in general but within any one academic
field, such as population education, as we have seen. And
Dewey's solution is probably just as valid today as it was
then. Although he readily admits that the scientific at-
titude might "be quite irrelevant to teaching children,"
Dewey is convinced that "such is not the case; that the
native and unspoiled attitude of childhood, marked by
ardent curiosity, fertile imagination, and love of experi-
mental inquiry, is near, very near, to the attitude of the
scientific mind (p. iii).
In analyzing the nature of reflective thought Dewey
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( 1910 ) identifies "five logically distinct steps" that
the thinker passes through:
(i) a felt difficulty; (ii) its location and
definition; (iii) suggestion of possible solu-
tion; (iv) development by reasoning of the bear-
ings of the suggestion; (v) further observation
and experiment leading to its acceptance or re-
jection; that is, the conclusion of belief or
disbelief (p . 72 )
.
Dewey considered this formulation to be a description of
not only the way scientists reached conclusions but also
the way all trained minds approached problems. "The dis-
ciplined, or logically trained, mind — the aim of the
educative process -- is the mind able to judge how far each
of these steps needs to be carried in any particular situa-
tion" (p. 78). And since the ability to make these judge-
ments, according to Dewey, does not come naturally, it is
the responsibility of the schools to teach students how to
think logically. The five-step formulation, then, is a
prescription for education. Dewey's statement on this
point is so eloquent and so relevant to our whole discus-
sion that it is worth quoting at some length:
While it is not the business of education
to prove every statement made , any more than to
teach every possible item of information, it is
its business to cultivate deep-seated and effec-
tive habits of discriminating tested beliefs from
mere assertions, guesses, and opinions; to develop
a lively, sincere, and open-minded preference -or
conclusions that are properly grounded, and to
ingrain into the individual's working habi s
methods of inquiry and reasoning appropriate
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to the various problems that present themselves.
No matter how much an individual knows as a
matter of hearsay and information, if he has not
attitudes and habits of this sort, he is not
intellectually educated. He lacks the rudiments
of mental discipline. And since these habits
are not a gift of nature (no matter how strong
the aptitude for acquiring them); since, more-
over, the casual circumstances of the natural
and social environment are not enough to compel
their acquisition, the main office of education
is to supply conditions that make for their cul-
tivation. The formation of these habits is the
Training of Mind (p. 27-28).
In brief, that is Dewey's position on "inquiry" as it applies
to education. Students must be taught to think; the
scientific method should be used as a model of logical think-
ing; and this model consists of five distinct steps. Contem-
porary advocates of "inquiry" follow Dewey almost verbatim,
arguing as he did for the need to teach students to think
and the usefulness of the "inquiry" model to accomplish this.
Even more interesting than the formulation of the inquiry
model itself, however, are the antecedent ideas that gave
rise to it. Dewey held three beliefs that are indispensable
to "inquiry s" (1) all thinking is problem solving; (2) all
knowledge is inferential; and (3) all truth is tentative.
Like so many of Dewey's ideas, these beliefs are taken
directly from Charles Sanders Peirce, the father of American
pragmatism. Concerning the first point thinking as prob-
lem solving -- Peirce wrote (1877):
The irritation of doubt causes a struggle
to attain a state of belief. I shall term this
struggle Inquiry . .
.
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The irritation of doubt is the only immediate
motive for the struggle to attain belief . . . With
the doubt, therefore, the struggle begins, and
with the cessation of doubt it ends. Hence, the
sole object of inquiry is the settlement of
opinion.
...When doubt ceases, mental action on the
subject comes to an end; and, if it did go on,
it would be without purposes (p. 10-11).
Given this view of thought, it is easy to see that when
teachers dish out answers to students "mental action on
the subject comes to an end," and all further classroom
activity seems to be "without purposes." The idea that
thinking is problem solving can be examined experientially
;
it does seem to be true that problems, big or small, are
the instigators of thought. At the very least, we are
moved to more concentrated thought in the presence of a
problem. This much almost everyone would agree to, and for
educational purposes that is probably enough.
The other two points — the inferential nature of
knowledge and the tentative nature of trust -- rest on far
more complex philosophical positions. Both Peirce and
Dewey were concerned with avoiding the extremes of empiri-
cism on the one hand and rationalism on the other. The
empiricists held that material data constituted our sole
basis for knowledge, and they saw this data as discrete
atoms with no intrinsic connections. In other words, they
denied the existance of relations, such as causation, which
Hume, for example, contended was nothing more than constant
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conjunction. The rationalists reacted to this extreme
position hy asserting the supremacy of relations to the
exclusion of physical data. For the rationalist, knowledge
consisted of universal principles that were necessarily
true and therefore immutable. Newtonian theory, for
example, was held by the rationalists to be true not only
for observed phenomena but for any phenomena that might be
observed in the future, or for that matter for phenomena
that could never be observed. In sum, the empiricists
emphasized the pre-eminence of perceptual materials in
knowledge, and the rationalists emphasized conceptual
material
.
Both Peirce and Dewey attempted to find a via media
between these two extremes, Peirce with his original view
of phenomenology (which in the end became a theory of
signs and thus a theory of logic) and Dewey with his
emphasis on experience (which in the end, when applied to
epistomology
,
became his theory of inquiry and thus a
theory of logic). Both attempted to join the mentalistic
and materialistic in a logical union within experience.
They argued that "things," whether phenomenal or epipheno-
menal
,
do not exist "out there" or "in here," ontologically
independent; they exist in a dynamic relationship within
experience and are mediated by experience. In other v/ords,
they accepted the Kantian notion that "percepts without
concepts are blind and concepts without percepts are empty,
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but without accepting Kant's predetermined categories into
which all phenomena must fit. They replaced these categories
with inquiry, just as they replaced ontology with logic.
As Dewey put it, "...it is worth while to take these cons-
tituents of controversy out of an ontological context,
and note how they look when they are placed in the context
of the use they perform and the service they render in the
context of inquiry " (19^9. p. 138). It was precisely this
usefulness of sense data and conceptions for human knowledge
that led Dewey to call his epistomological theory "instrumen-
talism." Peirce had called his approach "pragmatism."
To put the matter simply, both Peirce and Dewey accept-
ed the "giveness" of the physical world -- unlike the ideal-
ists -- but they argued that the facts of this world do not
constitute knowledge until they are processed through
inquiry by the perceiver. And at the same time , they accept-
ed ideas and relations as legitimate aspects of knowledge --
unlike the empiricists -- but they did not hold these ideas
to be immutable (like the rationalists). They considered
them to be subject to change with the appearance of new
evidence; they too must be processed through inquiry.
In historical context, Peirce and Dewey were trying to
bridge the gap between subject and object, a dichotomy
which Western philosophy had inherited from Decartes and
from which it has suffered ever since. Cartesian dualism
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had severed the mind, the self, from the matter of the
world, the object of its study. It was this split that led
Western philosophy into a preoccupation with epistemology,
for if the mind and body, the knower and the known, are
fundamentally different, i.e., ontologically separate,
then how can the mind know what matter is in and of itself ?
All we have is our perceptions of matter, and these percep-
tions are ideas, not the matter itself.
Dewey's solution was to eliminate these separate realms,
"... to convert all the ontological
.
as prior to inquiry,
into the logical as occupied wholly and solely with what
takes place in the conduct of inquiry as an evergoing con-
cern" (1949, p. 142). Without the possibility of direct
experience of the external world, however, all knowledge
becomes inferential. Indeed, Peirce considers "... our
power of drawing inferences, the last of all our faculties,'
(1877, p. 5) and Dewey contends that "The exercise of thought
is, in the literal sense of that word, inference " (1910. P- 26).
And if the eternal verities of rationalism are reject-
ed, then truth is always tentative, for the appearance ot
new evidence may change it tomorrow. "Even the best establish-
ed theories," writes Dewey, "retain hypothetical status
(1949, p. 148). Or as Peirce wrote 72 years earlier, "The
most that can be maintained is that we seek for a beliei
that we shall think is true" (1877. P- H). The content
of experience, then, must be constantly reevaluated in the
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light of new evidence, and to do this we must return,
again and again, to the logical process of inquiry. Thus,
in the final analysis, inquiry becomes the essence of the
philosophical quest, or as Dewey would like it to be under-
stood: "... I shall be quite content if I can obtain an
understanding of what it is that my theory of inquiry is
truing to do if and when it is taken to be wholly and ex-
clusively, a theory of knowledge" (1949. P* 137)
.
The philosophical meaning of inquiry may seem far
afield from "inquiry" as a method of classroom instruction,
but in reality it is not. In fact Dewey equates philosophy
and education ( 1916 ) and the argument for that equation
might be put in the form of a syllogism: Learning how
to think, how to conduct inquiry, is tantamount to learning
how to philosophize; learning how to think, how to conduct
inquiry, is the main cognitive aim of education; ergo,
philosophy and education are engaged in the same enterprise
-- inquiry in the pursuit of knowledge. Or to put it more
directly, both philosophy and education are concerned with
the examination of data and the analysis of experience in
a search for knowledge.
Moreover, inquiry implies a collective effort, since
no one person has a corner on experience and no one theory
can ever embody the entire truth. Indeed, the truth does
not exist, according to Peirce and Dewey; it is constantly
evolving. A community of inquirers, then, is required to
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pursue knowledge, as in the scientific community. And what
holds true for science, holds true for society at large.
Since no citizens are specially endowed with wisdom, all
citizens are responsible for the pursuit of wisdom. The
result, of course, is democracy or majoritarianism
. And
in such a system, the better educated the citizens are,
the wiser their collective decisions will be.
Dewey's admiration for science, his concern with the
role of education in a democratic society and his emphasis
on the freedom of the individual student within the educa-
tional system all spring from his logical, epistemological
theories and they all meet on the common ground of inquiry.
Just as there is no one immutable truth philosophically,
there is no one perfect policy socially, and no one correct
answer educationally. Dot because these truths, policies
and answers are not the best available at the moment, but
because the acceptance of them as fixed and final would
constitute the end of progress.
Translated into pedagogy, the worst thing a teacher
can do is adopt an authoritative stance and an attitude of
omniscience. Telling students what to believe violates
every one of Dewey's principles. It would fail to stimulate
thought because it would fail to pose a problem; it would
present knowledge as axiomatic when in fact it is inferen-
tial; and it would be absolutist in character when truth
itself is hypothetical. Worst of all, such education would
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fail to create open-minded students with the curiosity and
intellectual skills needed to continue the search for know-
ledge. And it would never create a community of independent
thinkers needed to serve a democratic society. Schools then
would be failing in both their intellectual and social res-
ponsibilities .
Of course if one rejects Dewey's epistemology, then in-
quiry may be inappropriate as an intellectual or pedagogical
model. If one believes he has the truth, for example, then
conducting open inquiry would be a waste of time and would
inevitably ring hollow, for everyone would see the straw man
for what he is. Few churchmen conduct genuine inquiry from
the pulpit. But an alternative epistemology for American
education would have to be squared with "the needs of
subject-matter disciplines" and the needs of a democratic
society. An absolutist position, based either on revelation
or reason, would satisfy neither, and a radical empiricist
position, while it may be tolerated in the highest intellec-
tual circles, would hardly satisfy parents or teachers who
feel that students should "learn something." It would
seem that Dewey's open-ended epistemological system, which
can accomodate the demands of both empiricism and rational-
ism but without going to the extremes of either, is ideal
as a foundation for American educational theory. It is
only too bad that more teachers do not follow it. The
teacher who "knows it all" and the textbook writer who has
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"the final word" are both exponents of an absolutist episte-
mology
» although both would abjure such a position.
Inquiry in practice
The ideal teacher in Dewey's view would be one who
stimulated thought by posing a problem that captured the
interest of students. If the problem is a real one -- and
not just an answer-type question like "How v/ould you define
family planning?" -- it would create doubt in the minds of
students and the inquiry process would be launched. The
teacher's only role thereafter is to further stimulate
inquiry through questions and encouragement and to supply
some of the data needed to resolve the problem, if such a
resolution is possible. But basically the entire inquiry
process, if it is true inquiry, is in the hands of the in-
quirers, the students. (Presumably, the teacher would be
more familiar with the topic under analysis and more ex-
perienced in the process of inquiry than the students, but
if not, then both teacher and students would become equal
partners in the inquiry process. Joint inquiry of this
sort makes for the most exciting kind of education, for
everybody learns with and from everybody else. This v/ould
be inquiry in its ideal form, from both an intellectual and
a social point of view)
.
The amount of investigation that can take place in an
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inquiry episode is limitless, constrained only by the
nature of the problem and the amount of time available.
As we have seen, inquiry is fundamentally an attitude
towards knowledge -- its basis, its acquisition and its
durability. As such, for an advocate of inquiry, it should
prevade the study of every subject. An inquiry episode
can last 10 minutes or a whole semester. Some courses,
for example, are based on the investigation of only one
problem, and are thus unified by inquiry. Cancer researchers
may spend an entire lifetime with one inquiry episode, so
to speak. Peirce tells us, "From the moment when I could
think at all, until now, about forty years, I have been
diligently and incessantly occupied with the study of methods
of inquiry ..." (1897, p. 1).
The diagram on the following page illustrates the
sequence of an inquiry episode, indicating in some detail
the cognitive operations that could take place in the
process (Beyer, 1971. P« 50).
The basic question to ask about inquiry in the context
of this dissertation is this: To what extent does inquiry
as a teaching/learning method serve the goals and objectives
of population education as stated in the curriculum design
proposed earlier?
Concerning the cognitive goal of developing critical
thinking, it seems almost unnecessary to defend inquiry or
add anything to the diagram on page 89. If Dewey is right,
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The Process of Inquiring
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inquiry represents the essence of the critical process, and
any person who can move successfully through the five steps
of inquiry would possess a "disciplined, or logically train-
ed mind ( 1910
, p. 78 )* But it is interesting to examine
just what cognitive skills inquiry fosters.
Using Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (1956)
and Metfessel's Instrumentation (1969) of the taxonomy, it
is possible to identify more than 40 distinct cognitive
operations that inquiry ordinarily requires, such as: recog-
nizing, defining, translating, interpreting, rearranging,
differentiating, estimating, inferring, concluding, inter-
polating, hipothesizing, classifying, analyzing, synthe-
sizing, and evaluating. In other words, through inquiry
students cover Bloom's entire classification scheme, from
simple knowledge objectives (1.00) to comprehension (2.00),
application (3. 00), analysis ( 4 . 00 ), synthesis (5*00) and
finally evaluation ( 6 . 00 ). Very few other methods require
such a range of cognitive activities. Judging by most of
the exams given in schools, students seldom have to go
beyond simple recall of information (1.12).
The "objects" of the cognitive operations used in in-
quiry are even more numerous than the operations themselves
and would include, inter alia : terns, definitions, proper-
ties, processes, continuity, categories, techniques, prin-
ciples, propositions, laws, themes, structures, relation-
ships, accuracy, consistency, reliability, theories and
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concepts. The cognitive richness of inquiry, it seems safe
to say, is unparalleled by any other method now used in the
schools
.
Besides requiring specific cognitive operations, in-
quiry also helps to develop "larger" intellectual processes,
such as induction and deduction. Dewey's definition of
scientific induction could stand just as well as a descrip-
tion of the inquiry process (1910);
Scientific induction means, in short all
the processes by which the observing and
amassing of data are regulated with a view to
facilitating the formation of explanatory con-
ceptions and theories. These devices are all
directed toward selecting the precise facts to
which weight and significance shall attach in
forming suggestions or ideas. Specifically,
this selective determination involves devices
of (1) elimination by analysis of what is likely
to be misleading and irrelevant, (2) emphasis of
the important by collection and comparison of
cases, (3) deliberate construction of data by
experimental variation (p. 86).
The last point in Dewey's passage -- the "deliberate cons-
truction of data" -- is the only process that inquiry as
it is applied in the schools does not emphasize . Students
can and sometimes do construct data -- they certainly do
it on the university level -- but it is a time consuming
operation and most teachers are not sufficiently convinced
of the value of "learning by doing" to include it. Every-
thing else that Dewey says, however, applies perfectly to
inquiry episodes used in the classroom.
Concerning the cognitive ob.j ective of the proposed
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curriculum design "to help students analyze the dynamics
oi various demographic concepts -- inquiry is eminently
well suited to accomplish this objective. Traditional
didactic methods, because they rely on definitions and
descriptions rather than explorations, tend to obscure the
dynamics surrounding concepts. Inquiry, on the other hand,
begins with the dynamics and forces students to grapple
with the data and events related to the concepts before
arriving at any conclusion. In the "Mortality American
Style" module in Chapter V, for example, students begin
with widely divergent mortality rates in two U. S. states
(the inquiry-launching problem) and then examine a variety
of causes and conditions related to mortality. From the
very beginning they are dealing with the dynamics sur-
rounding the concept, as well as learning how to analyze
data and make some sense of those dynamics. It is not until
the very end that they can arrive at a conclusion and per-
haps venture a generalization.
Notice that generalizations appear as the last step
in inquiry rather than the first as in the other curriculum
schemes we have seen. In fact one generalization that might
be made about inquiry is that it stands traditional teach-
ing on its head. It begins with problems and questions and
ends with answers. The most traditional teaching methods,
such as lectures and variations on lectures, present answers
first and then at the end the lecturer may ask if there are
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any questions. Of course there seldom are any.
Dewey’s description of the thought process involved in
"systematic inference" indicates clearly how inquiry encour-
ages students -- nay, forces them -- to become involved in
the dynamics of any concept (1910):
There is ... a double movement in all re-
flection: a movement from the given partial and
confused data to a suggested comprehensive (or
inclusive) entire situation: and back from this
suggested whole -- which as suggested is a mean -
ing
,
an idea -- to the particular facts, so as
to connect these with one another and with ad-
ditional facts to which the suggestion has
directed attention (p. 79).
This "suggested whole," this "meaning, an idea," is really
a concept, which students arrive at inductively and from
which they can conduct further analysis deductively. Vir-
tually all the analysis in inquiry, then, deals with the
dynamics surrounding concepts.
The ability to conduct such analysis is synonymous
with "demographic literacy," the social goal of the pro-
posed curriculum design. Moreover, the amount of data
analysis required in inquiry further contributes to the
development of "demographic literacy." As Brown ( 1971 )
points out:
Many demographic concepts are best under-
stood by examining graphs or tables of data,
If students are to approach the study of popu-
lation from a social scientific viewpoint, they
need to understand the "language" of the social
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scientists. Demography, being one of the more
methodologically sophisticated of the social
sciences
,
is an excellent subject in which to
begin building data-oriented skills (p. 69 ).
Inquiry is nonpareil in its ability to teach such skills.
As for the affective goal and objective of the pro-
posed design, inquiry can make no special claims for effect-
iveness. After all, inquiry is primarily concerned with
epistomology, not ethics. But the affective goal of the
proposed design is "to clarify one's values" (the objective
simply specifies values concerning population matters) and
as Beyer (1971) observes:
. . . most ®f what is commonly called, value
analysis and value clarification is not
really affective at all. It is cognitive --
the learning objective is simply to know
a particular value or set of values (p. vii).
Whether the analysis of values is truly affective or not,
it can certainly take place within inquiry as well as any
other teaching/learning method, as long as the teacher
includes it. After all, self-knowledge is not inconsistent
with the cognitive goals of inquiry. Moreover, the atmos-
phere of openness and curiosity that inquiry creates
should contribute to values analysis. (For examples of
how values questions can be integrated into inquiry, see
the "Teaching Strategies" sections of the modules in
Chapter V.
Of course inquiry itself rests on certain attitudes
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and values. Beyer (1971, p. 24) lists the following:
"curiosity, skepticism, respect for the use of reason,
tolerance for ambiguity, willingness to suspend judgement,
respect for evidence, objectivity." And others could be
added, such as "acceptance of change," "willingness to
cooperate," and "belief in progress." Students will in-
evitably confront these attitudes and values when practicing
inquiry, whether the teacher makes this confrontation ex-
plicit or not. Indeed, it is just possible that some
students will decide that being rational or open-minded
is one of their most important values. Dewey would certainly
hope so.
On all counts, then, inquiry would seem to be an
ideal method for achieving the goals and objectives of the
proposed curriculum design. But does it work? Does inquiry
produce in practice what it seems to promise in theory?
Beyer (1971), in the most thorough analysis of inquiry
published to date, answers in the affirmative. Summarizing
his findings, he writes:
Of all the different teaching strategies
available for the classroom, inquiry teaching
appears to be the most reliable method of help-
ing students learn their own. Experience and
research both suggest that students can employ
reasoned thinking to give meaning to experience
by engaging in inquiry in the classroom. Inquiry
teaching is designed to help them do this. Ex-
perience and research also suggest that the pro-
cess of conceptualizing -- or developing useful
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concepts, generalizations, and intellectual
skills -- may be best facilitated by inquiry
teaching (p. v)
.
The next chapter attempts to put the theory of inquiry
into practice; it contains three inquiry modules designed
for population courses. Prior to the modules themselves,
evidence is presented to show the need for classroom
materials in the field of population education. Evidence
is also presented to indicate how the topics covered by
the modules are consistent with teachers' interests and
needs
.
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CHAPTER V
CURRICULUM APPLICATIONS
Introduction
ihere is a paucity of inquiry-based teaching materials
in the field of population education,-'- a situation which is
both surprising and unfortunate, given the popularity of
inquiry among curriculum specialists and the appropriate-
ness of inquiry lor a value-laden, data-based subject like
demography. One explanation may lie in the perceived com-
plexity of inquiry materials and the added time it takes to
create them. Many materials developers may simply find it
easier to write expository prose. As Russell G. Davis (1976)
points outs
From Dewey on, philosophers and educators have
supplied lists that describe the steps of
problem-solving behavior. Listing procedures
for writing material to stimulate this behavior
is not difficult. Writing material that actually
accomplishes such learning objectives may be very
hard indeed (p. 159 ).
Another explanation may be the lack of population educa-
tion materials in general: a lag between the appearance of
1 . Appendix B contains a review of population education
materials, especially those with an inquiry focus.
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a new subject and the creation of materials to teach it.
In fact, one of the greatest needs in population education
at present is the development of materials designed
specifically for the classroom. Gustavus and Huether (1976)
found that 76 percent of the teachers in their survey who are
presently teaching about
-population consider the availability
of materials either a "substantial problem" or "somewhat of
a problem." Among nine different problems listed in the
survey, "material availability" was ranked number one overall
as the most serious problem. Only 9.5 percent of the teachers
did not find it a problem, the lowest negative response in
the "problems" section of the questionnaire (p. 19).
A survey of 200 teachers who had attended ZPG workshops
produced almost identical results (Murphy, 1976, p. 68 ).
In response to an open-ended question "What do you need
to implement or improve population education in your
school(s)?" 156 teachers, or 78 percent, listed materials
as their greatest need. In distant second place was "teacher
training opportunities," with only 59 first place votes, or
29*5 percent. (Apparently, some teachers checked more than
one item as their top problem).
The materials in this chapter, then, are offered in
response to an expressed need for population education
materials in general and to fill the gap in inquiry-style
materials in particular. The materials included here consist
of three inquiry modules, which, like the proposed curriculum
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design in Chapter III, are based on demographic concepts.
Module
Baby Boom by Fiat
Population Composition
and National Character
Mortality American Style
Concent s
Fertility, Population
Policy
Immigration, Composition,
Population Policy
Mortality, Lifestyle
Two of the three modules are international in charac-
ter, which is consistent with teachers' interests (Gustavus
and Huether, 1976, p. 14)
,
and all of them deal with topics
that the majority of surveyed teachers include in their
courses but for which they have not found suitable material.
The following list of topics, all "covered” in great detail
by the materials here, has been extracted from a longer
list in Gustavus and Huether (1976, p. 12). Figures re-
present percent agreeing.
Topic
Included
In Class
Availability
of Material
Is Fair or Poor
Fertility Differentials 53-0 78.0
Population Policy 55-3 72.6
Mortality Differentials 61.2 72.5
Fertility Trends 54.4 66.4
Age-sex Structure 5^-5 63.4
Mortality Trends 63-7 60.1
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The topics (on the previous page) are listed in order of
poorest availability of materials. The first three topics
were also ranked one, two and three in the much longer list
in the original study. It just so happens that the modules
m this chapter are especially strong in these three areas,
a case of pure serendipity, since the modules were created
before the results of the Gustavus—Huether study were
available
.
Just as important as the topics covered, however, are
the methods used by the materials in this chapter. The
three inquiry modules are patterned after Dewey's model,
beginning with a thought-provoking problem and moving through
the steps of inquiry to a conclusion. For all the reasons
given in Chapter III, these modules should further the goals
of the proposed curriculum design: critical analysis,
demographic literacy, and values clarification. Values
questions are integrated into the "Teaching Strategy"
section of each module. Moreover, the use of several
tables and charts to present data should help students
become conversant with the language of the social sciences,
i.e., they should do more than become demographically literate.
All of the modules in this chapter are self-contained;
each consists of a "Background Note" to teachers, a list
of goals and objectives (written in behavioral terms), a
"Teaching Strategy," a set of "Data Sheets" to be used
with students, and a list of references.
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It is suggested that the "Data Sheets" be read along
with the "Teaching Strategy," for otherwise the strategy
will have no concrete referrents and will therefore lose
much of its meaning.
All of the modules have been tested with students, re-
vised, and retested. In lact, all of the modules have been
used several times since the test phase by both the author
and other teachers, with participants ranging in ages from
14 to adult.
The modules can be applied to the school curriculum in
a variety of ways. Obviously, they can be included in a
separate course on population, and they can be applied to
separate units as well. In fact, together they may be con-
sidered a complete unit, although they were never designed
with this goal in mind. Indeed, some basic population
topics, such as the "demographic transition" and the long-
range implications of global fertility patterns, are not
included here and probably should be in any unit approach
to population education.
The modules can also be infused into several subjects
now taught in the schools. "Fertility American Style"
could be used in American history or civic courses, not to
mention a variety of other courses dealing with contemporary
social issues. "Population Composition and National Character"
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could be used in Middle East studies, and "Baby Boom by
Eiat" could be used in the study of Eastern Europe,
Communism, or the nature of totalitarian governments in
general
.
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BABY BOOM BY FIAT
Population Policy in Romania and Its Effect on Fertility
An Inquiry Teaching Module
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Background Note
On November 1, 1966 the Romanian government issued a
decree banning all abortions except in the most extreme
cases, such as risk to the mother’s life, rape, and the
probability of congenital malformation. In other words,
the decree imposed restrictions similar to those existing
in most states in the United States.
The effect of the decree was "instantaneous" and
astounding. Within eight months the birth rate more than
doubled, and within eleven months it tripled l The birth
rate in December, 1966
,
a month after the decree was issued,
was only 12.1 per 1,000 population; by June, 1967, it was
29.9, and by September, 1967, it was 39 - 9 . the highest
recorded rate in Romanian history (see Data Sheet 6 ).
Moreover, this increase is almost certainly the sharpest
ever experienced by a large population in the history of
the species.
Romanian women adjusted to the new law, however, and by
1968 the birth rate declined to an average of 26.7. It
further dropped in 1969 to 23-3 and again in 1970 to 21 . 1 .
But the cohorts for 1967 and 1968 were double the size of
the cohorts preceding them. In 1966 there were 273.698 births
in Romania; in 1967 there were 527 . 764 . These unplanned
births might be called Romania's babies-by-fiat . In a very
real sense they were created by law. And for several
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generations their presence will be felt by Romanian society.
How will the schools manage to accomodate twice as many
students -- but for only two years? How will the job market
absorb the sudden and short-lived influx of so many new
workers? How will the females in these double-sized co-
horts find husbands in the much smaller cohorts ahead of
them, assuming that Romanian women continue to marry men
older than themselves? And how will the males find wives
from the smaller cohorts after them? How many children will
these large cohorts have? Will they duplicate their bulge,
albeit diminished, in succeeding generations?
These questions suggest the serious implications that
rapid population growth can have for the future of a society.
But the problem has started already in Romania. Aside from
the fact that many working women had to quit their jobs be-
cause of unwanted pregnancy (and families in general had to
adjust to the idea of another child), infant and maternal
mortality rose sharply during the peak of births, about nine
months after the new law came into effect. One obvious reason
for the rise was the inadequate hospital care available to
women. The government begge women to have their children
at home. There is one story of three expectant mothers
sharing the same hospital bed. And as a final bit of irony,
the majority of obstetricians in Romania are women, and of
course many of them became pregnant as well.
Obviously, the Romanian government was not ready for
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this startling increase in the number of births. The question
is why did Romania change its law on abortion to begin with?
And once changed, why did the law have such a profound
effect on the birth rate?
The second question is easier to answer. Estimates by
the Romanian Ministry of Health and other observers indicate
that Romanian women had come to rely almost exclusively on
abortion to limit their fertility. In 1966 there were four
abortions for every live birth. A liberalized abortion law
(Decree No. 463) had been passed in September, 1957, making
abortions highly "attractive." Abortions were given on re-
quest; no approvals or bureaucratic procedures were required.
They were also cheap, costing less than $2.00. And they were
kept secret. At the same time, other forms of contraception
were not encouraged by the government (see Data Sheet 4).
During the nine years of the liberalized abortion law,
the birth rate fell from 22.9 in 1957 to 14.3 in 1966 . By
1962 Romanian fertility had dropped below replacement for
the first time. For five years, from 1962 to 1966
,
it re-
mained below replacement. It was undoubtedly this period of
sustained sub-replacement fertility that alarmed the Romanian
government and led to the proclamation of the restrictive
abortion law in November of 1966 . Another reason given by
the government, bur surely a secondary one, is that medical
procedures surrounding abortions had become lax.
Known officially as Decree No. 770, the restrictive law
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was announced suddenly without any prior warning. Besides
its strict limitations on abortion, itcarried a number of
other pronatalist conditions.
Birth premiums were offered for every birth after
the second.
-- Taxes were reduced 30 percent on families with three
or more children.
Parents of large families could send their children
to health resorts free of charge.
-- Mothers of large families were promised early re-
tirement from their jobs.
-- A series of official awards (including categories
such as "Mother Heroine") were established to
reward mothers of large families.
— Divorces were made extremely difficult to obtain and
prohibitively expensive.
-- Taxes were raised 10 to 20 percent on unmarried or
childless persons over 25 years of age.
-- Official importation of oral contraceptives and
intra-uterine devices was discontinued.
Despite these numerous incentives, it was clearly the
abortion aspect of the new law that led to the sharp increase
in births. How else can we explain the precipitous rise that
began precisely seven months after the announcement of the
decree? Women who were less than three months pregnant on
November 1 were caught by the law and unable to obtain their
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anticipated abortions. Moreover, the peak of births occurred
exactly eight to ten months after the enactment of the new
law, and then began to fall off. In other words Romanian
women, who relied on abortion but had no warning of the
imminent change in policy, found themselves unprotected, but
within two months they began to adjust.
Long-term incentives, such as monetary rewards, cannot
account for this peaking phenomenon. Besides, in the long
term the pronatalist incentives seem to have had little effect.
By the end of 1969 the birth rate had dropped to half what
it was during the peak, and by 1970 the annual birth rate
was only seven births per 1,000 higher than it was in 1966,
the year of the lowest birth rate in Romanian history. Clear-
ly, Romania had become a contracepting nation, and when
abortion was withdrawn, the Romanians turned to other methods.
The Romanian experience is fascinating from a number of
points of view. First, it is dramatic. Nowhere in the his-
tory of demographic analysis can such a striking change in
fertility be found. Births can be deferred or prevented by
various kinds of social disturbances, large and small, but
never have so many births been ’’encouraged.” Or to put it
more accurately, never has the birth rate risen so sharply.
Second, the Romanian experience stands as a unique
illustration of how population policy can affect fertility.
In effect the Romanian case constitutes a controlled experi-
ment; at least it comes as close to being controlled as a
Ill
social 3016111131 would hope lo find. Romanians relied
essentially on only one form of fertility limitation, and
it happened to be a form that the government could effective-
ly control. Moreover, the abruptness of the change in law
(and the obvious causal relationship between the law and
the increased rates) makes it possible to rule out other
factors such as change in desired family size or improvement
in economic conditions.
Third, the unusual nature of the Romanian experience
makes it ideal for heuristic purposes. The precipitous
rise in births gives an exaggerated and therefore particular-
ly clear illustration of several demographic factors: dif-
ferential rates, cohort size, age structure, and of course
population policy. The appearance of double-sized cohorts
immediately suggests problems; it is a natural occasion
for examining the social implication of rapid population
growth.
And finally, the decision made by the Romanian govern-
ment raises a number of questions that are relevant to popu-
lation policy formation throughout the world. Why did the
Romanian government act as abruptly as it did? Why did it
miscalculate the effects of its policy, as surely it must
feel in retrospect that it did? To what extent, if any,
could a good demographer help a government shape a more
rational policy?
Such questions are particularly relevant to countries
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with fertility rates at or below replacement, such as the
United States, Japan, and several nations of Europe. There
is a tendency on the part of the public (and in government)
to overreact to replacement level fertility, sometimes con-
fusing it with zero population growth. In reality, of course
replacement fertility insures growth for at least another
60 or 70 years in most cases.
Furthermore
,
there is a big difference between short-
term and long-term trends. Projections based on period rates
have been notoriously inaccurate
,
for the simple reason that
this year's behavior is a poor indicator of next year's be-
havior. In other words, a sub-replacement fertility rate
for three or four years does not mean that fertility will re-
main below replacement indefinitely. Demographers have come
to expect small fluctuations below and above replacement over
a period of time. Instead of making rash diagnoses about
baby booms and baby busts, then, it seems far wiser to take
a more temporate, long-range view of fertility trends. Such
an approach would have helped considerably in Romania.
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Teaching Objectives
The purpose of this module is to expose students to
the Romanian experience, not by explaining what happened
but by presenting the data and asking the students to dis-
cover what happened. The Background Note is not designed
for students. Indeed, a careful analysis of the ten Data
Sheets in this module should yield virtually all of the in-
formation contained in the Note. The only purpose of the
Note is to give teachers a point of reference (and perhaps
a source of security) above and beyond the ten Data Sheets
and the Teaching Strategy.
Substantively, the main objective of this module is
to expose students to the notion of population policy and by
extension to the demographic and social implications of
one particular policy. On the most obvious level, then,
this module deals with such issues as population policy,
birth rates, cohort size, and age distribution. It also
deals with the personal and social implications of these
population characteristics.
On a less obvious level -- perhaps more forcefully
because of the nature of inquiry -- this module deals with
the process of demographic analysis. Its objective is to
help students become demographically literate; its method
is to present unanalyzed data that will provoke hypothesis
formation, the testing of hypotheses, and ultimately the
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drawing of conclusions. In the process students will have
to translate and interpret demographic tables and graphs,
a basic skill that is sometimes taken for granted by teachers
but seldom possessed by students.
At the same time, and in the process of analyzing the
Data Sheets, students should come to understand the signifi-
cance and interrelationships of various demographic concepts
and rates, such as: replacement, parity, crude birth rate,
age-specific fertility rate, total fertility rate, and net
reproduction rate. The objective of this module is not to
teach abstract definitions of these terms; rather, it is to
help students derive their own understanding of them by see-
ing their function in a concrete situation.
It is assumed, in fact, that students will come to this
module with some acquaintence with these terms. For that
reason this module is not recommended as an introductory
lesson in population studies. On the other hand, a high
degree of sophistication is not required to use this module,
as the Teaching Strategy should make clear.
The objectives for this module, stated in performance
terms, would include, among others:
To be able to t
1. Translate and interpret a population pyramid.
2. Translate and interpret demographic tables and
charts
.
3. Form hypotheses to explain demographic phenomena.
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Test; hypotheses with new evidence.
5* Explain the meaning and significance of CrudeBirth Rate, Total Fertility Rate, Gross Repro-duction Rate, New Reproduction Rate, IntrinsicRate of Natural Increase, Replacement-Level
fertility, and Parity.
6.
Distinguish between Replacement-Level Fertilitv
and Zero Population Growth. *
7. Infer from demographic data the effect of popula-tion policy on population behavior.
8. Evaluate the appropriateness of a population policy.
9- Infer the personal and social implications of apopulation policy.
10. Determine the identity of a nation or explain some
of the economic and social conditions of a nation
by using demographic data.
It should be understood that students would demonstrate
these abilities verbally and in writing.
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Teaching Strategy
The only material needed for this module is the set
of ten Data Sheets included here. The sheets are designed
to be transformed into overhead transparencies. If for
some reason that is impossible, the sheets can be duplicated
and handed out to the students one at a time in the course
of the lesson. Do not distribute all the sheets at the begin-
ning of the class
, or much of the discovery and all of the
hypothesizing aspect of the exercise will be lost. It would
be a good idea, however, to give the students a packet of
the Data Sheets at the end of the lesson as a permanent
record of the exercise or for further work.
The great advantage of using transparencies is that
students as a group look up at the same screen, instead of
looking down at their individual sheets, thereby facilitating
discussion. Also, the teacher or a student can point to an
item on the transparency and have it projected for the whole
class
.
The instructor's role in teaching the module is very
simple, consisting primarily in showing the transparencies
and asking questions to provoke inquiry. The Data Sheets
are numbered in the order in which they should be shown.
Teachers of course can change the sequence if they find a
more workable order. Moreover, it is often necessary or
desirable to go back to earlier transparencies while teaching
11 ?
the module, particularly if students want another look at a
transparency already shown. However, the present ordering
of the Data Sheets has evolved from several test runs with
undergraduates at the University of Massachusetts, and it
has proven to be very successful.
The following strategy follows the sequence of the Data
Sheets. The questions and comments listed under each step
are merely suggestive. Obviously, teachers will have their
own questions, and even more important, students will have
~fcheir own questions. The only cardinal principle in inquiry --
if there is one -- is that students do their own looking and
discovering; they should ask their own questions and find
their own answers. The teacher is primarily a facilitator
in the exercise.
The time needed to complete this module will vary from
one to two hours or more, depending on the amount of detail
discussed. If the length of one class session is not suffi-
cient to cover all ten Data Sheets, the module can be divided
into two segments, using five Data Sheets in the first class
and five in the second. The teaching strategy for Data Sheet
6 contains a homework assignment that could be used as student
preparation for the second class session.
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1. Pyramid* A Real Country in Iq^q
Ask* "What do you notice about this country?" "What
strikes you?"
If students are not familiar with pyramids, you might ask:
"What information does this figure give you?" In other
words, ask students to translate the data before trying to
interpret it.
As students cite their observations, such as pointing out
indentations, etc., ask them to hypothesize explanations for
these features. For example, if this is a European country,
then the indentation for the age group 50-54 might be the
result of a lowered birth rate during World War I
,
between
1915 and 1920 . This same process of observing/hypothesizing
should be continued until students exhaust their observations.
Students may be more apt to notice an indentation between i960
and 1965 than an increase after 1965. Their hypotheses, then,
will deal more with the decrease than the increase. Don't
let your knowledge of the situation intrude.
Note * Disguising the name of the country serves two purposes.
First, it heightens student interest. The search for the
country's identity continues throughout the exercise as a
type of sub-theme.
Second, it enriches the module. Not knowing the name of the
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country forces students to look for evidence they could
otherwise ignore. For example, the shape of the pyramid
from 1885 to 1915 — in fact until 1940 -- is that of a high-
growth population, similar to developing nations in the world
today.
2. Crude Birth Rate, 1930-1970
Ask* "Do these birth rates support any of your hypotheses?"
"What patterns do you detect?" "What trends?"
Original hypotheses should be re-evaluated every time new
data is presented.
For the first time students will clearly detect a sharp rise
in the birth rate in 1967* Ask them to hypothesize explana-
tions .
3 • Annual Births Per 1000 Inhabitants
Students should react automatically to this figure.
Ask students to translate the data, e.g., give a precise
reading of the lowest birth rate and the highest, and the
time intervening. This will reinforce the dramatic nature
of the rise.
Asks "Do you want to re-evaluate your hypotheses? Form new
ones?" "What could possibly account for such a sharp rise
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m the birth rate?" "What other kinds of evidence would you
like to see?" "What else would you have to know about this
country to make a decision?"
Students will probably point out that they will have to know
about conditions before and after the rise. Was there a war?
A famine? A catastrophe? A change in law? Etc.
Fertility-Control Conditions Prior to 1067
Make sure students have time to read the material carefully.
Asks "What does this information tell you?" "What conclu-
sions would you draw from it? Why?"
Re-evaluate hypotheses.
Asks "Does this information give you any hints as to what
country this is? Or what type of country?"
5 • Fertility-Control Conditions After 1966
Re-evaluate hypotheses.
Ask: "What do you think causes the rise in the birth rate?"
"Are you sure?"
Most students will probably say that the change in the abor-
tion law is responsible for the sharp rise in births. At
this point you might ask: "Could it be other factors as
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well?" "Why not the other pronatalist conditions besides
abortion?" "What type of evidence could pinpoint the cause?"
6 • Live Births per 1000 Inhabitants. I960. 1965-70
This is the most important data sheet from the viewpoint of
supporting the hypothesis that the increase in births was
due primarily to the change in the abortion law.
Ask: "When did the rise begin? What month? Why?"
"How does this data support or refute the hypothesis that
the change in the abortion law was principally responsible
for the birth rise?"
"Why could it or could it not have been anything else?"
"Why did the rise begin slowly in May of 1967 ?" (Most of the
women who would have given birth in May, 1967
.
would have
conceived in August or September, 1966
,
and had two or three
months in which to get an abortion.
)
"Why did the rise still not reach its peak in June, 1967 ?"
(Same explanation as above, except that women had even less
time before the new law went into effect. Clearly, the reason
the peak started in July is that women conceiving in October
and November, 1967. bad no chance to get an abortion.)
"How long did it take for Romanian women to adjust to the new
law?"
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"What does the adjustment indicate about Romanian society?"
"What does it suggest about the possible effectiveness of
population policies in general?"
(Population policy must contend with the habits, values and
perceptions of the people for whom the policy is intended.
A contracepting nation like Romania will not radically change
its collective behavior simply because a new law is passed;
the same is true of a non-contracepting nation.)
"Why is the birth rate for December, 196?, lower than the
rates for the first four months of 1968? How is this related
to the change in the law, if it is?"
(This question is designed to encourage students to look for
other patterns in the data. December birth rates are tradi-
tionally" the lowest of the year in Romania; at least this is
true for the data shown here.)
"Why are the annual rates somewhat misleading or insufficient
to show the true nature of the change?"
(The first four months of 19&7 were not effected by the new
law, hence the annual rate is understated.?
"Why did the peak last for only three or four months?"
(The most obvious reason is that women adjusted and began to
use other forms of contraception besides abortion.
But
there is another reason. The peak itself is
somewhat "un-
natural" or exaggerated. Not only were Romanian
women not
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ready for the new law and therefore unprotected, tut they were
at high-risk" for two other reasons! (1) they were not preg-
nant, and (2) they were not protected by post-partum amenor-
rhea. In other words, the reliance on abortion and the pre-
ceding period of low birth rates combined to make the Romanian
women particularly vulnerable. Or to put it another way, even
if Romanian women had not turned to other forms of contracep-
tion, we would expect to see a decline in the peak for the
simple reason that the more women who are pregnant, the fewer
women who can become pregnant.
)
Note: If class time is limited, it would be a good idea to
assign the analysis of this Data Sheet for homework. In
other words, divide the module into two parts. After dis-
cussing the first five Data Sheets in class, hand out a copy
Sheet 6 and ask the students to answer some of the
above questions. The second class session would deal with
the students' answers and the rest of the Data Sheets. Each
class session, then, would deal with five Data Sheets.
7* Age-Specific Fertility Rates. 1956-1970
This Data Sheet reflects the rise in the Crude Birth Rate
(Data Sheet 6) but it distributes the increase among differ-
ent age groups. In other words, the age-specific fertility
rate is the number of births per 1000 women in a specific age
group for a particular year. The Crude Birth Rate is the
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number of births per 1000 population
. The great advantage
age-specific rates, quite naturally, is that they pin-
point the behavior of specific age groups.
Ask: "Which age groups increased their birth rates the
most? Which the least? Why?"
As with earlier Data Sheets, students should translate the
data, interpret them, and form hypotheses to explain them.
In this case, the age groups 30-34 and 35-39 increased their
birth rates the most. One possible explanation is that they
were still young enough to be sexually active but old enough
to have completed their child bearing. As might be expected,
the age groups 15-19 and 45-49 increased their rates the
least. Students should be able to explain why. Remember,
women over 45 were still eligible for abortions.
8 . Ratios of Age-Specific Fertility Rates. 1956-1970
This Data Sheet is simply Data Sheet 7 expressed in ratios.
1966 is used as the base year. To calculate percentages of
increase or decrease, subtract 1.00 from the figures. The
most interesting years for comparison, of course, are 1966 ,
1967 and 1968 .
Ask: "Which age group increased its birth rate by the high-
est percentage?" "How does this percentage compare with the
percentage for all ages in that year?"
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What: trends, if any, do you detect over the years for dif-
ferent age groups?"
(This question is designed to have students examine the table
vertically as well as horizontally.
)
What age group recovered the fastest, i.e.
,
returned to or
approached its 1966 rate?"
"Which group or groups do you think suffered the most, per-
sonally or socially?"
(The assumption in this question is that unwanted births or
unexpected births or a dramatic rise in the birth rate are
undesirable; students are free to reject this assumption, but
they should explain why.
)
9» Four Rates. 1956-1970
Ask: "What do these different rates mean?" "How are they
derived?"
If students do not understand what these rates mean, and if
they do not fully understand the implications of replacement-
level fertility, then some time should be spent exploring
these ideas. Before explaining these various rates, ask the
students if they can figure any of them out themselves.
Total Fertility Rate : Take the age-specific fertility
rates for any given year (Data Sheet 7 ) and imagine a woman,
Mrs. X, moving through Tier child-bearing ages conforming to
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the age-specific rates as they exist in that year. The total
fertility rate is the average number of live-born children
she would have
.
Gross Reproduction Rate ? Based on the total fertility
rate, this is the number of daughters Mrs. X would have.
Net Reproduction Rate s This is simply the gross repro-
duction rate with mortality figured in. A net reproduction
rate of 1.00 is called replacement-level fertility. In other
words, each woman would have one daughter who would reach
child-bearing age; she would replace herself. Replacement
fertility leads to a stabilized no-growth population -- over
time. It usually takes two or three generations of replace-
ment fertility to bring a population's growth to a half, i.e.,
to reach zero population growth.
The reason for this time lag is that the age structure
of the population has a growth momentum built into it, assum-
ing the population was growing before reaching replacement.
In other words, the younger cohorts are larger than the ones
pre-ceding them. So even at a reduced fertility level the
child-bearing cohorts may produce more children than the
cohorts ahead of them. It takes 70 years or more for this
momentum to work itself out of the population.
Intrinsic Rate of Natural Increase : Like the net repro-
duction rate, this rate does not take the age structure of
the population into account. Based on current age-specific
fertility and mortality rates, the intrinsic rate of natural
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increase shows the growth of the population (births minus
deaths, ignoring migration) if these rates remain constant
over time, i.e., if the population is stable for 70 years
or more. It would be quite possible, then, to have an in-
trinsic rate of natural increase of zero and an actual
growth rate of one percent. Age structure is crucial in
calculating future conditions or designing population
policies
.
Ask* "Why do you think the Romanian government became
alarmed? What figures might have struck them?"
"Do you think the government was justified in its reaction?"
"What would you have done if you had been in charge of
setting Romanian policy?"
10. Percent Increase in Probability of Parity Progression
Asks "What does this graph tell you?"
(Make sure students can translate the graph. Parity simply
means the number of children a woman has at a given point
in time. The horizontal line of the graph shows the progress-
ion of parity, say from 2 to 3 children or from 3 to 4 child-
ren, etc. The vertical line shows in percentages the proba-
bility that a woman would progress in parity, i.e., have
another child. The numbers attached to the bars indicate the
age group. The entire graph shows the increase in probability
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of parity progression in 19&7 over 1966, i.e.
,
how much more
likely it was in 1967 that women would have another child.)
Ask: "Why do the bars for the younger age groups end before
reaching the right side of the graph?"
"Which age groups were most affected? Which were least
affected? Why?"
"What are the personal implications of these progressions?"
"What are the social implications?"
"What conclusions would you draw from this country's exper-
ience?"
"How important is a nation's population policy?"
"What are the constraints on population policy, i.e., on its
effectiveness to affect fertility?"
"List five factors that you think are important to consider
in forming a population policy."
"By the way, what country is this?" "How could you find out?"
(Students have probably eliminated the developing countries
of Africa, Asia and Latin America because of the low birth
rate prior to the enactment of Decree No. 770 * Hence they
could easily scan the birth rates of the European countries
for the years 1966 and 1967 in the United Nations Demographic
Yearbook
.
)
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SOURCES FOR DATA SHEETS
All Data Sheets, except for Nos. 1 and 2, are modified ver-
sions of tables and graphs appearing in Michael S. Teitelbaum's
article "Fertility Effects of the Abolition of Legal Abortion
in Romania," Population Studies (November, 1972). Original
sources are listed below.
1. United Nations Demographic Yearbooks 1947 - 54 , 1957, 1964,
1969 t and Republica Socialista Romania Directia Centrala
de Statistica, Buletin Statistic Trimestrial
. 1970, 4,
Table I.
2. Ibid .
3 . Data Sheet No. 6. See below.
4. Henry P. David, Family Planning and Abortion in the
Socialist Countries of Central and Eastern Europe
.
(New
York, 1970), pp. 129-136, and Charles V. West, "Romania's
Reluctant Mother Heroines of 1967 ," (unpublished typescript,
1969), p. 6.
5. Ibid.
6. Republica Socialista Romania Directia Centrala de Statis-
tica, Buletin Statistic Trimestrial , 1970, 4, Table I.
7. Ghetau, V., "Consideratii asupra indicelui de reproducere
a populatiei," Revista de Statistica 12 (1971). P* 51*
8. Ibid *
9 . Ibid
.
10. Teitelbaum's own procedure, based on data from Romanian
Census reports. See the Teitelbaum article for details.
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Background Note
Israel is a land of immigrants. When the nation was
created in 1948, there were only 650,000 Jews and 160,000
non-Jews (Moslems, Christians and Druze) living in the area.
Today there are more than 2,700,000 Jews and 480,000 non-
Jews in Israel, not counting the more than one million
Arabs in the territories occupied by Israel since the six-
day war of June, 1967 .
In other words, the Jewish population of Israel has
more than quadrupled in the past 25 years, and two-thirds
of this growth has been the result of immigration. Hundreds
of thousands of Jews from Europe, North Africa and the Middle
East flooded into Israel after 1948, leaving the scenes of
former persecutions and fulfilling their Zionist dreams of
a Jewish homeland.
More recently — ever since the six-day war -- American
Jews also have begun to emigrate to Israel in significant
numbers. Between 1948 and 1967 only 20,000 Americans
settled in Israel, roughly 1,000 a year. Since 1968
,
how-
ever, the number has fluctuated between 3,000 and 5,000 a
year, doubling the American population of Israel in five
years
.
Two Israeli demographers, Dov Friedlander and Eitan
Sabatello, have commented, "Israel has experienced not only
the highest rate of immigration that has ever been recorded,
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but these immigrants were probably the most heterogeneous,
ethnically, socially, demographically
,
and economically,
in the history of immigration.
In the first three years of its existence (1949, 1950,
and 1951). Israel admitted 239,000, 170,000 and 166,000
immigrants, representing 91, 83 and 80 percent of its popu-
lation growth for those years. Since then, and until 1964,
the annual level of immigration has fluctuated, reaching as
low as 5*000 and as high as 65 , 000 , but averaging about
33*000 a year or roughly 45 percent of the population growth
of the country. (See Data Sheet 2.)
As Friedlander and Sabatello point out: "During 1948-51,
the Jewish population was growing at an annual rate of 24
percent. Immigration was responsible for nearly nine-tenths
of the increase. Between 1952 and 1964, the growth rate of
the Jewish population was 3*5 percent, of which about half
2
was accounted for by immigration."
By any standards, then, the Jewish population of Israel
has been growing exceedingly fast, and much of this growth
has been the result of immigration. But in 1965 the growth
rate of Israeli Jews began to fall off, partly the result
of declining fertility but mostly because of decreased
migration. In 1965 there were only 23,000 net migrations
to Israel, less than half the number recorded in each of the
preceding three years. In 1966 the number dropped further
to only 8,000, and in 1967 it reached an all-time low of 3,000.
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Much of the decline in 1967 can be attributed to the
war that broke out in June, but clearly a trend was develop-
ing and many Israeli Jews became concerned. Indeed, this
concern had first developed as early as 1952 when the ini-
tial flood of immigrants had begun to ebb. A combination
of poor economic conditions within Israel and a reduction
in the number of potential immigrants outside Israel led
to this decline in immigration.
Conservative religious and political parties in Israel -
those most concerned with preserving the Jewish character of
the state -- have consistently put pressure on the Israeli
government to enact policies that would encourage immigration
and natality. The fear expressed by these groups is that
Jews, without increased natality and a steady influx of
immigrants, will not be able to maintain their percentage
of the Israeli population against the faster-growing non-Jews
Although Jews constitute about 88.5 percent of the popu-
lation (1970), they are growing (through natural increase) at
a rate much slower than non- Jews: 1.5 percent a year com-
pared to 4 percent. The crude birth rate for Jews is 24.2,
for non-Jews 45.6. Natural increase compares 16.9 to 39*0,
and total fertility (number of children per family) is
against 7*7. (See Data Sheet 5*) Moreover, fertility is on
the decline for Jews but remaining constant for non-Jews.
At the same time, the non-Jewish population has a much
younger age distribution, with 50 percent under the age of
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15, compared to 30 percent for Jews. (See Data Sheet 4.)
So even at a declining level of fertility, non-Jews would
continue to grow faster than Jews for many years to come.
Immigration, then, is the only means by which Jews can
effectively compete with the rapidly growing non-Jewish
population. (Increased fertility, of course, would also
help, but given the vast differentials in rates, Jews
probably could never raise their natural increase to the
level of the non-Jews.)
According to a projection by Friedlander and Sabatello,
the non-Jewish population will increase its percentage of
the total Israeli population from 11
.
5
percent in 1965 to
15.9 percent in 1985 , assuming a level of 25,000 Jewish
immigrants a year. If the level of immigration is only
15,000 a year, then the non-Jewish percentage would increase
from 11.5 percent to 16 . 7 . (See Data Sheet 8.)
By the early 1960s concern over differential growth had
reached a new peak among Israeli Jews, so on April 1, 1962 ,
former Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion appointed a Popula-
tion Committee to study the matter and draw up a set of
recommendations. The government was primarily concerned
with two issues* maintaining the Jewish percentage of the
population and improving the economic conditions of immigrants,
especially those of Afro-Asian origin.
Four years later, in April, 1966 , the Committee pre-
sented its report. "It contained several recommendations.
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One was that a special body within the governmental frame-
work be established to deal with the problem of low Jewish
natality and to promote the welfare of large families. For
example, it suggested that working conditions for married
women be arranged to permit them to have larger families
and that loans be made available to 'growing' families to
finance larger apartments.
"Other recommendations were that the importance of lar-
ger families as an urgent national need be given publicity
through the news media and educational campaigns; that
large families be made eligible for more financial assistance
through social- welfare measures than they presently received;
and that induced abortion (which was thought to be quite
prevalent) be tightly controlled."^ (See Data Sheet 11).
Israel still does not have a pronatal policy, but in
1967 the government did create a Demographic Center, in
keeping with the Population Committee's first recommendation.
The goal of the center, according to a government statement,
is "to act systematically in carrying out a population policy
intended to increase fertility by creating a more favorable
4pronatal atmosphere." To date, however, very little has
been done, except in the area of attitude research and the
promotion of large families over radio and television.
Moreover, there is little likelihood that any large-
scale programs will be launched in the near future, for two
reasons; (1) Israel does not have the financial resources
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to support such programs; and ( 2 ) the level of immigrations
has risen so substantially in the past few years that the
sense of urgency for pronatal programs has abated somewhat.
In 1972 there were 56,000 migrations to Israel, three
times the number of 1969 and 1970. If the expected level
of 70,000 is reached in 1972, it will be the highest since
1951 * More than half of these recent immigrants have come
from the Soviet Union, where emigration restrictions have
been relaxed for Jews moving to Israel. (See Data Sheet 12a.)
At the same time, however, Israel has assumed adminis-
trative responsibility for more than one million Arabs living
in the areas occupied after the war of 1967* Thus, while
there is optimism and even excitement about the recent
migrations, there is deep concern about the possibility of
absorbing an Arab population one-third the size of all of
Israel. (See Data Sheet 12b and c.)
The issue of population composition, then, is far from
settled in Israel. Political debates over migrations and
Jewish natality — not to mention the occupied territories --
will probably go on for a long time to come. Like so many
other issues in Israel, the issue of population composition
will be settled when a lasting peace comes to the Middle
East
.
From the point of view of population education, Israel
makes a fascinating case study for several reasons. First,
it is a small country, growing very rapidly, but still
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pursuing a pronatalist policy, at a time when much of the
world is preoccupied with the dangers of the "population
bomb." The Jewish population of Israel has the highest
fertility rate of any "developed nation," and the non-Jewish
population has a fertility rate in the upper levels of the
developing nation category. At the same time, both popu-
lations have extremely low mortality rates for their respec-
tive categories. The result is that both are growing very
rapidly. In fact, the non-Jews of Israel (principally Moslems)
are growing faster and have a higher percentage of young
people than any population in the world.
Second, despite the fact that both Jews and non-Jews
are growing very rapidly, they have vastly different fer-
tility rates. In fact, the differential is probably the
greatest to be found in any one country, making an ideal
contrast for educational purposes.
^
Third, more than half of the Jews in Israel were born
elsewhere, illustrating very dramatically the role that
immigration can play in population growth, a fact that can
be easily forgotten in less obvious situations. Moreover,
the natural growth of Israel clearly shows the long-term,
multiplier effect that immigration has. In other words,
immigrants bring not only themselves to a country but also
their potential to have children.
Fourth, the ethnic and religious diversity of Israel —
and the attention paid to this diversity — illustrates and
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perhaps even magnifies the importance of population composi
tion. However, a relationship between composition and
national character or identity exists in every nation, even
though it is not always visible in the absence of conflict.
Fifth, a concern with natality, immigration and compo-
sition has made Israel very self-conscious demographically
,
leading to the formation of a population policy, which in
turn demonstrates the importance of demographic factors in
a nation's life.
And finally, the formation of a population policy, no
matter what the goals, always raises ethical questions.
This is all the more true when the policy affects minori-
ties, either directly or indirectly.
Postscript. The following newspaper report appeared
in late February, 1973* It may or may not be relevant to
this study. HADERA
,
Israel (AP) -- A 143-pound shaggy dog
named Alice gave birth to 16 pups, doubling the known
St. Bernard population of Israel to 32.
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,
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3Ibid
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.
, pp. 7 - 8 .
3l am indebted to Tomas Frejka of the Population
Council for the observations made in the first two points.
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TEACHING OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this module, substantively speak-
ing, is to expose students to the concept of population compo-
sition, and in the process to the concepts of population
policy, growth and immigration.
A second objective —
— and one that underlies all inquiry
teaching — is to help students develop the tools of critical
analysis. In effect, the ultimate goal of this module is to
lead students towards demographic literacy.
The method used in this module follows the pattern of
most scientific reasoning. Unanalyzed, "problematic" data
are presented to provoke hypothesis formation, which then
leads to the testing of hypotheses with new data, and finally
ends with the drawing of conclusions, when possible. In the
process, students will have to translate and interpret demo-
graphic figures and tables, weigh evidence, draw inferences,
make deductions, and take part in the formation of policy.
Inquiry learning requires students to apply their own
critical skills and discover their own answers. Hence, the
Background Note is not designed for students. Indeed, a
careful analysis of the Data Sheets in this module should
yield virtually all of the information contained in the Note .
The only purpose of the Note is to give teachers a point of
reference (and perhaps a source of security) above and beyond
the Data Sheets and the Teaching Strategy .
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The objectives of this module, stated in performance
terms, would include, among others:
To be able to
:
1. Translate and interpret population pyramids.
2. Translate and interpret demographic tables refer-
ring to growth, composition and age structure.
3* Form hypotheses to explain demographic phenomena.
4. Test hypotheses with new evidence.
5* Explain at least two ways in which immigration af-
fects population growth.
6. Explain the relationship between age structure and
population growth.
7* Infer demographic behavior from occupation and
economic status.
8. Project future composition from differential growth
rates
.
9. Write a population policy based on given data and
in accordance with a nation's goals.
10. Evaluate and compare policy recommendations in the
light of stated objectives.
11. Discuss the ethical implications of a population
policy aimed at maintaining a specific ethnic and
religious composition.
It should be understood that students would demonstrate
these abilities verbally, in writing, and by participating
in a role-play.
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TEACHING STRATEGY
The only material needed for this module is the set
of 13 Data Sheets included here. The first 8 Data Sheets
are designed to be made into overhead transparencies.
(Simply pass the Data Sheet with a piece of acetate through
a thermofax machine; it takes about five seconds. Then
mount on a cardboard frame).
Data Sheets 9 through 12 should be reproduced and
handed out to the students in the course of the module.
Only half the class gets Data Sheet 9 and half Data Sheet 10,
so fewer copies are required. Data Sheets 9 and 10 could
also be made into transparencies -- in addition to the hand-
outs or in place of them.
Data Sheet 13 is a map of Israel. It should be made
into a transparency and/or a handout and used any time in
the module after Data Sheet 3*
If for some reason it is impossible to use overhead
transparencies, the Data Sheets can be duplicated and handed
out to the students individually in the course of the module.
Ideally, a set of transparencies would be used for class
discussion and a packet of Data Sheets would be given to
each student as a permanent record or for further work after
the exercise is over . If all the Data Sheets are given out
at the beginning of the class, much of the discovery aspect
of the lesson will be lost.
The great advantage of using transparencies is that
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students as a group look up at the same screen, instead of
looking down at their individual sheets, thereby facili-
tating discussion. Also, the teacher or a student can point
to an item on the transparency and have it projected for the
whole class.
The instructor's role in teaching the module is very
simple, consisting primarily in showing the Data Sheets
(transparencies) one at a time and asking questions to provoke
inquiry and discussion. The Data Sheets are numbered in the
order in which they should be shown. Teachers of course can
change the sequence if they find a more workable order. More-
over, it is sometimes necessary or desirable to go back to
an earlier transparency while in the course of teaching the
module. However, the present ordering of the Data Sheets has
evolved from several test runs with undergraduates at the
University of Massachusetts, and it has proven to be very
successful
.
The following strategy follows the sequence of the Data
Sheets. The questions and comments listed under each step
are merely suggestive. Obviously, teachers will have their
own questions, and even more important, students will have
their own questions. The only cardinal principle in inquiry --
if there is one -- is that students do their own looking and
discovering; they should ask their own questions and find
their own answers. The teacher is primarily a facilitator
in the exercise.
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The time required to complete this module will vary
according to the amount of detail discussed, but a minimum
of two hours is required if all the exercises are followed.
The role-play exercise alone consumes about 45 minutes or
more. If there is not enough time in one class period to
cover all of the Data Sheets, the module can be divided into
two segments. The first class would examine Data Sheets 1
through 8 (approximately one hour), and the second class
would complete the sequence. Data Sheets 9 and 10 should
be handed out at the end of the first class as a prepara-
tion for the second class. (See the strategy for Data Sheets
9 and 10 for a suggested homework assignment. This is the
beginning of the role-play exercise.)
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* Pyramid t A Real Country in 1Q6Q
Allow students to look carefully at the pyramid for a couple
of minutes. Then ask: "What strikes you about this pyramid?"
What do you think you can say about this country?"
If students are not familiar with pyramids, you might ask:
Uhat information does this figure give you?" In other
words, ask students to translate the data before trying to
interpret it.
Encourage students to make as many observations as possible,
to discuss the pyramid openly. As students point out various
features in the pyramid, ask them to suggest possible explana-
tions for these features. In other words, ask them to form
hypotheses that can be tested later when more data become
available. This process of observing/hypothesi zing should
be continued until the students exhaust their observations.
It is a good idea to have students record their hypotheses
for future reference. It is particularly useful to list
some of the most interesting hypotheses on the chalkboard.
An important and intriguing question underlying the early
stages of this module is» "What country is this?" Make
sure students consider this question and give reasons for
their guesses. If a student happens to guess Israel, do
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not acknowledge this answer as the right one; simply treat
it as another possible hypothesis. Revealing the name of
the country at this point would take much of the fun and
some of the learning potential out of the module.
Note* This pyramid is particularly interesting because of
its unusual shape. From the top down to 1915 it follows
the pattern of a high-growth population, similar to develop-
ing countries in the world today. But from 1915 to 1945 it
seems to be a stabilized, no-growth population. (Notice
the indentation between 1915 and 1920, the period of World
War I.) After 1945
,
however, the level of growth, or the
size of the cohorts, increases dramatically. But the rate
of growth does not seem to change very much. Why?
Students might hypothesize the existence of widespread
disease during the first half of this century, which science
suddenly brought under control in 1945. Or they might
hypothesize a high level of out-migration that abruptly
stopped, or the acquisition of new territory in 1945, follow-
ing the end of World War II . There are many possible
hypotheses besides the one of in-migration.
2 . Population Growth* 1949-1969
Ask* "What does this table show?" Encourage students to
translate the data.
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Ask» rftfhat bearing does this table have on your hypotheses?"
Students should reevaluate their original hypotheses every
time new data is presented.
Students will quickly see that in-migration was extremely
high in 1949-51 and has constituted a significant percentage
of growth ever since. Immigrants, then, could account for
the dramatic increase in cohort size. But is it that easy?
Would all of the immigrants be children?
Ask» "Could immigration alone explain the double-sized
younger cohorts?" "How old would immigrants be?" "What
else could help explain this expansion?" Obviously, natural
increase could be another explanation. In fact, natural
increase just about doubled between 1949 and 1951. Make
sure students examine the "Natural Increase" column carefully.
Ask: "On the average, what percentage of the annual population
increase was due to natural increase? to net migration?"
(It was roughly 55“^5«) "What possible connection is there
between the two?"
Return to the pyramid here and ask: "How is immigration re-
flected in the age structure of the population, if it is?"
A discussion should follow.
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Despite the coincidence between the influx of immigrants
and the expansion of the younger cohorts, immigration is
not directly reflected in these larger cohorts. In other
words, the young people are not by and large immigrants
themselves, but rather the children of both immigrants and
the indigenous population. These larger cohorts, then,
only indirectly reflect immigration.
Students should be able to reach this conclusion through
inferences based on information in Data Sheet 2. For ex-
ample, they know that on the average less than half of the
annual population growth since 1952 has been the result of
in-migration. Automatically, then, more than half of the
younger (larger) cohorts must have been born in the country.
Hence, less than half their size (about 45 percent) could
possibly reflect immigration directly . Moreover, annual
population growth is a combination of natural increase (births
contributed by only one cohort) and net migration (spread
out over all cohorts). Any one birth cohort, then, would
have far less than the possible 45 percent immigrant compo-
sition, assuming that babies and young children do not usually
emigrate without adults.
To encourage this type of analysis, ask: "What percentage
of these young, larger cohorts would you way were immigrants
themselves?" The next data sheet answers this question.
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The original question in this section — "How is immigration
reflected in the age structure of the population?" --
may be sufficient to spark this type of discussion. At the
very least, students should see that immigrants themselves
do not show up very clearly in the pyramid, except perhaps
m the 45-49 and the 55-59 cohorts. Generally, the immigrants
are diffused throughout the population.
However, there is one ma.ior exception to this observation .
The members of the 20-24 age group were born between 1945 and
1950. Hence there is a good chance that many of them came to
Israel as immigrants.
When students examine the various cohorts, make sure they
notice the years of birth. They should pick up this exception.
Finally, before moving to Data Sheet 3 , asks "What country
do you think this is?" "What country of only one million
population would have accepted so many immigrants? Why?"
Some students are bound to mention Israel, especially if they
are aware of the date of Israel's creation.
3 . Age-Sex Distribution of Populations of Israel .
The identity of the country is given here, for obvious reasons.
There is no way to disguise Israel while revealing the reli-
gious composition of its population.
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Ask: "How do these pyramids support or refute your hypothe-
ses about the origin of the younger, larger cohorts?" The
great majority of the younger people were born in Israel,
of course, with the exception of the 20-24 age group. Both
the European-American and the Afro-Asian immigrant groups
contributed substantially to that cohort.
Ask: "What else do these pyramids tell you: About the size
of Israel before 1948? About the age composition of the
different groups? About the birth rates of the different
groups? About the source of growth for the different groups?
About the future composition of Israel?"
Make sure students can translate these figures before they
‘try to interpret them. The pyramids, as revealing as they
are, can be a little misleading. The two pyramids for Jews
born outside Israel, for example, do not show any births since
migration; births in those groups are included with Jews born
in Israel. At the same time, the younger cohorts in the first
pyramid -- "Jews born in Israel" -- seem disproportionately
large (when thinking of the total Jewish population) because
they are compared only to older Jews born in Israel ; the older
Jews who have immigrated are not included in this pyramid.
Thus, Jews seem to have a younger population than the Moslems,
when in fact the situation is reversed.
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To help students discover the interlocking nature of these
pyramids, ask: "Which pyramid here comes closest to the
national pyramid we first examined?" Or: "What combination
of these pyramids would come closest to the national pyramid?"
Hint : A rough composite picture of the Jewish population
can be drawn by adding the percentages (from the same age
groups) from the three Jewish pyramids and dividing by three.
The answers will not be perfectly accurate — actual sizes
are not figured in -- but they will give a more accurate
picture than the pyramids shown here. Calculating this way,
only 16 percent of the Jewish population -- not 37 *^ percent
as shown in the first pyramid -- falls between the ages of 5
and 15 , as compared to 31 percent for Moslems.
Encourage students to compare Jews and Moslems in terms of
age structure, birth rate, and sources of growth. In other
words, ask them to make inferences from the limited data
shown here.
4 . Israel: Population Composition, 1970
Allow students to examine the Data Sheet for a couple of
minutes
.
Ask: "How do the age distributions here compare to your
own calculations?" "What are the implications of these age
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distributions for the future composition of Israel?" A
younger population, of course, grows faster, given equal or
even lower levels of fertility.
Ask: "What other information would we need to make a pre-
diction about the future composition of Israel?" We would
need fertility and mortality rates, and if possible some
indication of future immigration.
5 • Israel: Fertility, IQ70
Given students a chance to examine the Data Sheet.
Ask: "What do these rates suggest about the future composi-
tion of Israel?" "What else would have to be considered?"
Clearly, non-Jews will become a larger part of the total
population unless the immigration of Jews can offset the
greater natural increase of the non-Jews.
Note* Ask students to note the level of fertility for both
Jews and non-Jews. It is extremely high for non-Jews, and
if Jews are compared to Europeans, their fertility is also
very high.
6 • Vital rates for Jews and non-Jews: 1945-1970
Ask students to carefully examine the last four columns of
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the table: Live Births, Deaths, Natural Increase, and
Infant Deaths.
Ask: If the ini ant death rate for non-Jews is more than
double that of the Jews, how can the non-Jews have a lower
overall death rate?" The answer lies in the age structure
of the two groups. The Jews have a much older population,
which brings up the death rate.
Notice, however, how low the death rate is for both groups:
7.3 and 6
,
compared to 9.3 for the U. S. Even the infant
death rate for non-Jews is not high when compared to develop-
ing countries: 41.8 against India's 139. The Jewish infant
death rate is lower than that of the U. S.
,
18. 9 compared
to 19 . 2 .
7 • Women of reproductive a^e, etc.
Ask students to look at these tables one at a time.
Women of Reproductive age: ask, "Why is this an important
table?"
Income: ask, "What does this table suggest about future
fertility rates for the various groups?"
Economic Activity: ask, "What does this table suggest
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about future fertility rates for the two groups?" "Which
professions might be more conducive to large families? Why?"
The lower income of non-Jews and the higher percentage of
non-Jews in agriculture and construction might suggest that
non-Jews would continue to have a significantly higher fer-
tility rate than Jews.
8 . Population of Israel in 1985 (two assumptions )
Allow students to examine the table.
Ask: "Looking towards the future, how would you feel if you
were an Israeli Jew?" "How would you feel if you were a
deeply religious or conservative Jew?" Students may want
to make a distinction between liberal and conservative Jews
in Israel.
Ask: "How realistic are the two assumptions about the number
of immigrants?" "Do they cover the full range of possibili-
ties, from low to high?"
To remind students of migration levels, show Data Sheet 2
again, "Population Growth, 1 949- 69 ."
9 . National Population Committee and 10. Minority Caucus...
These two Data Sheets are designed to be used in a role-play
exercise
.
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Divide the class in half. Give Data Sheet 9 to one half
and Data Sheet 10 to the other half. You also might want
to make overhead transparencies of the Data Sheets. Allow
the students to read the Data Sheets, and then explains
"This is a role-play exercise. Half of you are serving on
an Israeli government-sponsored Committee. (Do not tell
students that a real population committee was formed in Israel.
It might detract from their own exercise; that is, they might
try to second-guess the real Committee. One of the points of
the exercise is to give students full authority and freedom
to make their own decisions.) Your job is to make recommenda-
tions to the government concerning population and economic
policy. Remember, the government is primarily concerned with
maintaining the Jewish percentage of the population and with
improving the economic conditions of the Afro-Asian immigrants.
"Those on the minority caucus, of course, are concerned with
the well-being of the non-Jews. Your job is to try to counter-
balance the recommendations of the National Committee, in the
hope of influencing the government. Imagine you are serving
on the National Committee. What recommendations would you
make in the interest of the non-Jews?"
Students should have Data Sheet 2, "Population Growth: 19^8-
1969 ," to refer to, either as a transparency or as a handout.
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Also, remind students that the report will be submitted on
April 1, 1966, so only data through the end of 1965 should
be considered.
The Committee and the Caucus should now meet in separate
areas of the classroom, or in separate rooms, to discuss
their recommendations. Each group should appoint a recorder
who will write down the recommendations of the group. Allow
at least 20 minutes for these group discussions; more if
necessary.
Homework ; If there is not enough time in one class period
to complete all the Data Sheets in the module, this is a
logical breaking point. Hand out Data Sheets 9 and 10,
give the same instructions as above, and ask each student
to write down his recommendations as a homework assignment.
In the next class meeting, the two groups should then meet
separately, share their ideas, and make their final lists
of recommendations.
After the group discussions, the class reassembles. Each
reporter then writes his group's list of recommendations
on the chalkboard. A general class discussion should follow,
focusing on a comparison and analysis of the lists. These
are really two separate processes.
A comparison of the lists should raise such questions as
How do the lists differ? How do they reflect different
interests, different perspectives?
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An analysis of the lists would raise such questions as:
How workable are the suggestions? How appropriate are they
in the light of the groups' goals? Would demographers in
fact make such suggestions? Is there any evidence that
these recommendations would be effective?
The analysis of the recommendations should be bipartisan.
In other words, students should drop their adversary roles;
they should try to be objective in their analysis.
11 . Recommendations of the Real Committee
After the discussion of the groups' recommendations, tell
the class that in fact a population committee was appointed
in Israel, and then hand out Data Sheet 11.
Allow students to read the Data Sheet carefully. Ask: "How
do your recommendations differ from those of the real com-
mittee?" "Whose do you think would work better? Why?"
A general discussion should follow.
Students on the National Population Committee often recommend
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anti-natalist policies for the non-Jews
,
while the real
Committee was more concerned with pro-natalist policies for
the Jews. Ask: "How effective would anti-natalist policies
be?"
Students who served on the Minority Caucus should drop their
former role and evaluate the recommendations from the point
of view of the Israeli government.
12
. Recent Developments
Hand out the three pages of this Data Sheet and ask the
students to read them.
Ask: "How would these recent developments affect your posi-
tion?" "If you were on a new committee, would you make any
changes in your recommendations?"
Discuss the issue of the occupied territories. Ask: "How
would you react to this situation if you were an Israeli
Jew? Would you side with Finance Minister Pinhas Sapir or
with Defense Minister Moshe Dayan? How would you react if
you were an Arab resident of Israel? Would you want more
Arabs within Israel, or would you want these Arabs freed of
Israeli control?"
Note t This would be a good time to project the map of
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Israel so students can note the sizes and locations of the
occupied areas.
Some general questions t
"Can you think of any other countries that face issues of
population composition? That is, can you think of any other
countries that might be interested in designing population
policies to help preserve the character of the nation by
maintaining majority control, either religiously, ethnically
or racially?"
"How effective do you think a government policy can be? For
example, how would a minority react to anti-natalist policies?
How would a majority react to pro-natalist policies? How
many countries would be willing to support new pro-natalist
measures?"
"How have minorities in the U. S. reacted to family planning
programs? Why would some black Americans claim that family
planning programs are genocidal?"
"How just is it to make poor people the specific targets of
anti-natalist programs? How just are negative incentives?
How just are positive incentives?"
"How democratic can a natalist policy be if it is based on
preserving or creating a particular ethnic or religious
composition in the population? Does the majority have the
right to impose its will in this matter? Do the minoritie
have rights here that should be protected from majority
rule?"
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Sources of Data
The following list of sources follows theData Sheets as they appear in the module.
10 and 12a require no attribution.
order of the 13
Data Sheets 9,
1. United National Demographic Yearbooks.
2. United Nations Demographic Yearbooks and Israel
Statistical Abstract, 1971, p. 22.
3. Dov Friedlander and Eitan Sabatello, 1972.
Country Profiles
, the Population Council,
PP- ^-5*
4. Ibid.
. o. 3-
5. Ibid. , r>. 3
6. Ibid.
, p. 3-
7. Ibid
. , p. 3, 5-
8. Ibid.
, p. 5
•
i
—
1
rH Ibid
.
, pp 00ts-
"Israel.
February,
II
12b & c. Washington Post Service, August 8, 1972.
13* U. S. Department of State, "State of Israel," Background
Notes
,
September, 1971*
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Recommendations of the Real Committee
The Population Committee sub-
mitted its report to Prime Minister
Levi Eshkol in April 1966. It con-
tained several recommendations. One
was that a special body within the
governmental framework be estab-
lished to deal with the problem of low
Jewish natality and to promote the
welfare of large families. For ex-
ample, it suggested that working con-
ditions for married women be ar-
ranged to permit them to have larger
families and that loans be made avail-
able to “growing” families to finance
larger apartments. Other recommen-
dations were that the importance of
larger families ns an urgent national
need be given publicity through mo
news media and educational cam-
paigns; that large families be made
eligible for more financial assistance
through social-welfare measures than
they presently received; and that in-
duced abortion (which was thought
to he quite prevalent) be tightly con-
trolled. Concerning abortion, it was
suggested (although the committee
was sharply divided on this) ihat the
performance of induced abortions
should not be permitted except in
authorized public hospitals under
strict control by committees ap-
pointed to consider each case. The
committees would have appropriate-
facilities and funds at their disposal
to assist women whose request for an
abortion was rejected Performance of
an abortion in any place other than
an authorized public hospital would
be subject to penalty.
In fact, induced abortion is unlaw-
ful in Israel except for the purpose of
“preserving the woman’s health.”
Although that law was in effect when
the committee issued Us recommen-
dations, in practice since 1951? it has
not been rigidly enforced and vio-
lators are prosecuted only in special
circumstances— for example, if an
abortion results in the death of the
woman. Because induced abortion is
illegal, however, there are no official
statistics about its frequency. Accord-
ing to one estimate (Bachi 1970), 47
percent of Jewish women aged -10 and
over have had at least one induced
abortion; the percentage is 25, 30, and
52 among Jewish women of Afro-
Asian, Israeli, and European origin,
respectively.
Population Programs
Israel has no prenatal policy as yet.
In line with the first recommendation
of the committee, however, the gov-
ernment decided at its meeting of
9 April 1967 to establish a Demo-
graphic Center to act as an adminis-
trative unit at the prime minister’s
office. Apparently, it was the govern-
ment’s intention that the center
would initiate other actions recom-
mended by the Population Commit-
tee This decision contained a state-
ment that the aim of the center would
be "to act systematically in carrying
out a population policy intended to
increase fertility by creating a more
favorable pronalal atmosphere.” The
statement added that an increase in
Israel’s natality was “crucial for the
whole future of the Jewish people.”
The center was to operate through
a public committee, an executive
council, and an administrative staff.
The public committee, consisting of
about 100 members drawn from vari-
ous governmental departments and
public organizations, was appointed
by the government. From its mem-
bers the government also appointed
the executive council and its chair-
man, who was also to be chairman of
the public committee and head of the
center. The public committee was to
meet several times a year for the pur-
pose of obtaining information, ex-
changing views, and proposing gen-
eral policies fur the center. The execu-
tive council was to moot more fre-
quently and direct the center's work.
Activities of the center to date
have been in three areas: research,
publicity, and experimentation. Re-
search has been initiated on Israeli
attitudes toward having a third and
fourth child. The center has pro-
moted large families through various
public channels such as radio and
television. It has also initiated a
small-scale program through which
couples intending to have another
child may, under certain conditions,
apply for a low-interest loan for the
purpose of acquiring a larger apart-
ment.
One program under consideration
by the center is the establishment of
day-care centers. To date, however,
nothing of significance has been, done
to implement such a program, nor
does it seem likely that any large-
scale action will be attempted in the
foreseeable future because of Israel’s
current economic difficulties.
Family Planning
There are no public family planning
services in Israel, but a variety of
contraceptives are available through
private channels. Although family
planning advice can be obtained from
gynecologists, private consultations
are fairly costly. This is probably one
reason why the use of modern contra-
ceptives in Israel is so limited. A re-
cent sample survey of the Jewish
urban population found that only 23
percent of women in the childbearing
age groups used the IUD (5 percent;
or oral contraceptives (IS percent); 57
percent of women of reproductive age,
according to the survey, used no con-
traception. Extensive use of relatively
ineffective contraceptive methods (20
percent of women of childbearing age)
may explain the high late of induced
abortion.
\
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Recent Developments
( 12 )
Since the Israeli Population Committee issued its
report in April 1966, two contradictory developments have
taken place which carry broad implications for the popula-
tion composition of Israel. Any future committee will
have to take these developments into account in their
policy discussions.
First, the flow of Jewish immigrants into Israel has
increased considerably. From about 22,000 immigrants a
year in 1969 and 1970, the level has risen to almost three
times that number in recent years, reaching 56,000 in 1972
and 70,000 (anticipated) in 1973* If the 1973 expectations
are reached, the level of immigration will be the highest
since 1951*
The reason for the unexpected increase is that the
Soviet Union has relaxed its laws on the out-migration of
Jews to Israel. In 1971. 32,000 Russian Jews entered
Israel; between 35.000 and 45,000 are expected to arrive
in 1973-
Second, the Six-Day War of 1967 has left more than one
million Arabs under Israeli control. This number represents
one-third of the total population of Israel. The following
article, issued by the Washington Post Service on August 8,
1972, explains some of the concern this development has
created in Israel.
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(12a)
JERUSALEM - A major controversy has developed within
Israel's governing Labor party over the future of the 1.3
million Arabs now living under the jurisdiction of this
Jewish state.
11nance Minister Pinhas Sapir warned recently that in
the absence of any clear policy on the future of the Arabs,
the Jewish nature of Israel might be undermined.
Only about 10 percent of Israel's population of 3 mil-
lion is Arab. But about 1 million Arabs live in territories
occupied by Israel since the 1967 war.
Jews still outnumber Arabs, even including those in
the occupied territories, by a better than 2-to-l margin.
But a recent survey by the Israeli government's Department
of Statistics fueled the fears of those who worry about the
possible future emergence of an Arab majority.
The survey found that the Arab population is growing
much more rapidly than the Jewish population, and projected
that by 1985
.
Arabs would constitute 40 percent of the com-
bined population of Israel and the occupied territories.
Like many Israelis, Sapir would rather give up most of
the territory seized in the 1967 war than see this occur.
"If I have to choose between a binational state which
will include the town of Hebron, in the West Bank, and a
Jewish state without Hebron, I shall prefer the latter," he
said in a recent television interview.
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(12b)
But Defense Minister Moshe Dayan dismisses the threat
of an Arab majority. He would apparently like to see
Israel develop into a state in which Jews and Arabs have
equal opportunities and status.
He feels that even before there is a final peace
settlement between Israel and the Arab states, the Arabs
under Israel’s rule should be given full rights and oppor-
tunities, except, at least for the time being, those of
political expression,” an aide to Dayan said.
Strangely enough, the sudden soul-searching was not
brought about by any outside pressure. Indeed, at no time
since the agreement for a cease-fire along the Suez Canal
was signed two years ago has Israel felt less threatened
politically and militarily.
Dayan perhaps would have preferred to have had the
debate over the role of the Arabs come up at some time in
the future. But he feels that there are some urgent economic
decisions Israel must make now, and fully realizes that they
carry larger political implications.
In the five years since Israel occupied the West Bank
of the Jordan River and the Gaza Strip, it has succeeded in
bringing a measure of prosperity to these areas.
This was accomplished primarily through the reorganization
of local agriculture, and by providing employment of 50,000
Arabs within Israel proper.
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MORTALITY AMERICAN STYLE: A TALE OF TWO STATES
An Inquiry Teaching Module
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Background Note
Historically, the human struggle against early death
has been a running battle against infectuous, communicable
diseases such as influenza, pneumonia, tuberculosis,
dysentery, cholera, smallpox, malaria and many others.
And this battle continues today for the majority of
humankind who live in the poor nations of the world.
But in the United States and other affluent countries,
the fight has been largely won. Improved sanitation, ade-
quate diet, mass education, and the widespread use of vaccines
and antibiotics have virtually eliminated the threat of
most communicable diseases.
The life expectancy of Americans has increased from
45 to 72 years during this century. In 1900, when influenza,
pneumonia, tuberculosis and gastroenteritis were the leading
causes of death, in that order, the U. S. death rate was
17*2 per 1,000 population; in 1974 it was only 9*2, a new
low for the nation. In 1900 the U. S. infant mortality rate
was 64.6; in 1974 it was 16.5*
In a recent report, titled "Health, United States, 1975."
the Federal Government announced that Americans are generally
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in good health, but it quickly added that our life style
has become a major health hazard. The report also suggests
that a further increase in life expectancy would come about
faster through changing our habits than through conquering
disease
.
The current leading causes of death in the U. S. --
heart disease, cancer, stroke, diabetes and accidents --
have all been linked to personal behavior: drinking, smoking,
poor diet, obesity and lack of exercise.
Some diseases, such as cirrhosis of the liver and
cancer of the lungs and lyranx, are almost certainly a
direct result of excessive drinking and smoking. And the
American Safety Council estimates that 50 percent of all
automobile accidents (the leading cause of death among young
males) are caused by drunken driving.
Besides our self-abusive habits, many of the products
of our "advanced" technology also have been associated with
morbidity and mortality. Substances such as asbestos, benzene
and vinyl chloride, as well as certain food additives and
medical drugs -- not to mention the numerous causes of air
pollution — are believed to be carcinogenic.
Ironically, then, the very process of modernization
that has increased our life expectancy has also led to a
life style that is now our greatest threat to longevity.
In a very real sense, the American way of life has become
the American way of death.
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Or, as Pogo once said, "We have found the enemy and
he is us .
"
The traditional enemy, disease, was external and
physical; the contemporary enemy, our life style, is internal
and psychological. This shift is both fundamental and
profound.
An adequate response will have to be equally fundamen-
tal and profound. And given the nature of the problem, the
answer is more apt to come from philosophy than from science.
Module Objectives
This module attempts to illustrate the effects of life
style on life expectancy by comparing mortality data from
two American states, Nevada and Utah.
These states have been chosen because they are so
similar in almost all respects except one: life style. And
this one difference (caused primarily by the percentage of
Mormons in each population -- 9.7$ in Nevada, 7^.y/o in Utah)
accounts for the striking differences in mortality rates at
every age in the two states.
This module is designed to allow students to discover
these differences and the reasons for them on their own.
Students should also be allowed to draw their own conclusions
about the broader implications of this case study. Hence the
"Background Note" is not designed for students; it is simply
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an introduction to help teachers see the context in which
the module exists* before actually going through the entire
module
.
Aside from the "substantive" or "content" objective
of examining the effects of life style on mortality, this
module has a number of "process" objectives which grow
naturally out of the inquiry method. By examining unana-
lyzed data, students will have to translate and interpret
tables and charts, form hypotheses to explain phenomena,
test these hypotheses with new evidence, draw conclusions
and, if possible, state generalizations.
In short, students are asked to employ the same skills
that are commonly used in demographic analysis, or any other
kind of intellectual analysis, for that matter. One of the
broad goals of this module, then, is to help to make students
"demographically literate" — to give them the tools of
analysis rather than the conclusions of other people's
analysis
.
In more specific, performance terms, some of the
objectives of this module would include, among others,
the ability to:
1. Translate demographic tables and charts.
2. Interpret demographic tables and charts.
3. Form hypotheses to explain demographic phenomena.
4. Test hypotheses with new evidence.
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5. Identify social, economic and demographic variables
that affect mortality.
6. Make inferences about the relationships among
these variables and mortality.
7* Draw conclusions about the personal and social
implications of differing life styles.
8. Analyze the relationship between religion and life
style
.
9. Draw conclusions about the effects of life style
on mortality.
10.
Design original strategies for changing life styles
so as to increase life expectancy.
It should be understood that students would demonstrate these
abilities verbally or in writing, or both.
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Teaching Strategy
Materials
The only materials needed for this module are the 10
Data Sheets included here.
These sheets should be transformed into overhead trans-
parencies. If that is not possible, the sheets may be dupli-
cated and handed out to the students. (See the “Process"
section of this module on the next page for a description
of hos this should be done).
There are several advantages, however, to using trans-
parencies: (1) students as a group look up at the same
screen, instead of down at their individual sheets, thereby
facilitating discussion; (2) the teacher or student can
point to an item on the transparency and have it projected
to the whole class; and (3) the projector tends to generate
more interest than handouts, because of its novelty and
because it magnifies the Data Sheets.
It is still useful, however, even when using transparencies,
to give students a packet of Data Sheets at the end of the
lesson as a permanent record of the exercise or for further
work
.
Group Size
This module can be used with a group of any size, includ-
ing a large lecture class. Of course, the larger the group,
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the less chance each student has to participate orally, but
even then students remain actively involved because of the
"whodunit" quality of inquiry.
Time Required
This module can be completed in 45-60 minutes without
forcing the process. More time, of course, would allow for
more discussion.
Process
The basic strategy of this module is very simple, con-
sisting primarily of showing the transparencies and asking
questions to provoke inquiry. The 10 Data Sheets are numbered
in the order in which they should be shown.
If handouts are used instead of transparencies, distri-
bute the handouts in sequence, one at a time. DO DOT DIS-
TRIBUTE ALL OF THE HANDOUTS AT ONCE.
The following questions and comments, listed for each
Data Sheet, are merely suggestive. Obviously, teachers will
have their own questions, and students will have their own.
The only cardinal principle in inquiry, if there is
one, is that students should do their own looking and dis-
covering; they should ask their own questions and find their
own answers. THE TEACHER IS PRIMARILY A FACILITATOR IN THE
EXERCISE.
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*
--y .cess .of Death Rat e s in State A Compared to State B
"What information does this table give you?"
"What does 'Excess of Death Rates' mean?"
These questions are designed to help students translate
the data, an important first step before moving on to
interpretation. As a general rule, it is a very good
idea to ask students to translate data before interpre-
tating them.
"What possible causes can you think of to explain
these differences in mortality rates?"
This is the question that launches the entire inquiry
process. Give students as much time as they want to
brain storm about the possible causes. It is useful to
record the hypotheses on the board for future reference.
2 . Comparisons: State A and State B
"Does any of this information confirm or refute
your hypotheses?"
"What effect would these five factors have on
mortality rates? Why?"
Encourage students to explain how each of these factors
influences mortality.
(Dote: The size of a population, the first factor, does
not generally affect the level of mortality, but high
levels of income, urbanization, medical facilities and
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education, all the other factors, usually accompany low
mortality rates. The one exception in the United States
is urbanization which, because of high concentrations
of low-income people in our cities, tends to correlate
with higher rather than lower mortality rates.
(State A and State B are very similar in all factors
shown here except income. If we looked at income alone,
State A should have lower mortality rates than State B.
But it does not. Why?
(Per capita income figures can be misleading. They say
nothing about distribution; nor do they indicate the
ways in which money is spent. The important point here
is that despite the income differential both states
seem to enjoy comparable social services, the very
services that would tend to increase with increased
income. Thus the income factor can be fairly safely
disregarded as a causal element in the mortality rates).
3* Comparisons i State A and State B
"Does any of this information support or deny
your hypotheses?"
"What effect would these factors have on mortality?
Why?"
"Would anyone like to guess what states these
are?"
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— structure t The older a population, the higher the
death rate, everything else being equal. State A has
a smaller percentage of people over 65 (because they
have already died?), but it still has a higher death
rate than State B. However, it has a somewhat higher
median age, but probably not high enough to account for
the mortality differentials. Besides, the majority of
people in the U. S. die after the age of 65.
Sex Ratio t U. S. males have a life expectancy of 67,
females 76, so the excess of males in State A could con -
tribute to the higher mortality rates. However, it
could not explain the degree of difference between
State A and State B.
Race: Blacks have a shorter life expectancy than whites
in the 1). S.; hence race could also be a factor in
State A’s high mortality rates. But a 5$ difference
in the percentage of blacks in the population cannot
explain a 35-^0% difference in mortality.
4 . Some More Comparisons: State A and State B
"What do these tables show?" (Translate the data)
"What could account for these differences?"
(Interpret the data)
"What effect could these differences have on mortality?"
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"What observations could you make about these states,
based on the data you have seen so far?
(The population of State A is certainly less stable than
the population of State B. The next Data Sheet gives
more evidence of this).
Still More Comparisons: State A and State B
"What does this table show?"
How does it jibe with your perceptions of these
two states?"
"Could the differences shown here explain the
differences in mortality? Why or why not?
(Once again, the 10% difference shown here cannot fully
explain the degree of difference between the two states.
Moreover, women and children, who are not represented in
this Data Sheet, are equally subject to higher mortality
rates in State A.
(It is worth mentioning, however, that "singleness" can
affect one's life style: it can lead to more mobility,
less stability, less regular habits, more active
(harmful?) forms of social life, and so forth).
6 • Death From Cirrhosis of the Liver . . . the Respiratory System
"What do these figures indicate? What causes
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these diseases?"
Do you want to eliminate any of your earlier
hypotheses?"
"How could you determine whether residents of
State A smoke or drink more than residents of
State B?"
7 • Indicators of Alcohol Consumption
"What do these indicators tell you about alcohol
consumption in the two states?"
"To what extent are these indicators consistent with
the data on cirrhosis of the liver in State A?
Explain .
"
"What social factors would tend to encourage or
discourage alcohol or tobacco use?"
"In other words, why would the residents of one
state drink or smoke more than the residents of
an adjoining state?"
(This is a key question, leading to a new set of hypo-
theses. Allow students enough time to speculate).
8 . Some Factors Affecting Alcohol and Tobacco Use
"What is the most relevant factor here? Why?"
"What religions would affect drinking or smoking
the most?"
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"Would you like to guess again what states these
are?"
9 • Religious Composition
"Do you know what states these are?”
"Why would the Mormon religion affect drinking and
smoking? What are some of the tenets of the
Mormon Church?”
"How might the Mormon faith affect the stability
of its members' lives?"
"In general, how would you describe the life-style
of practicing Mormons?"
The Mormon Church, through a section of its scripture
called "The Word of Wisdom," proscribes the use of
alcohol, tobacco, tea, coffee or any drink containing
caffeine. It also recommends limited consumption of
meat. At the same time, Church membership has been
associated with high marriage rates, large families,
strong family ties, high educational achievement, and
a strong commitment to work, society and the Mormon
Church. All Mormons are enjoined to donate 10% of their
annual income to the church, and young people -- men at
19 , women at 21 -- are asked to spend two years in
mission work at their own expense. In general, Mormons
tend to lead quiet, stable, disciplined lives.
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"How sure are you that this life-style would really
affect mortality rates?”
it ow sure are you that the percentage of Mormons
in these two states is the decisive factor in the
differing mortality rates?"
"What kinds of evidence would prove the Mormon
hypothesis beyond a reasonable doubt?"
10 • Incidence,, of Cancer Among Utah Mormons and Non-Mormons
Shown as Ratios of U, S. Rates. 1950-1969
"What does this table tell us?"
"What does 'Ratios of U . S. Rates' mean?"
"How do the Mormon rates of cancer compare to the
non-Mormon rates within Utah?"
"How do the Mormon and non-Mormon rates in Utah
compare to the rest of the U. S.?"
"Why would the non-Mormons of Utah have lower rates
of cancer than the rest of the U. S.?”
Victor Fuchs makes this comment about Nevada and Utah:
"The populations of these two states are, to a consider-
able extent, self-selected extremes from the continuum
of life-styles in the United States. Nevadans ... are
predominantly recent immigrants from other areas, many
of whom were attracted by the state's permissive mores.
The inhabitants of Utah, on the other hand, are evidently
willing to remain in a more restricted society. Persons
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born in Utah who do not find these restrictions acceptable
tend to move out of the state." (See Sources
. 6).
Which cancer sites would be related to cigarette
smoking? (Larynx and lung; esophagus cancer is
related to alcohol consumption).
"In which sites do Mormons have higher rates of
cancer than non-Mormons in Utah or other Americans?"
"How could this be explained?"
There seems to be no obvious explanation for the higher
rates of brain, nervous system and prostate cancer among
Mormons. Lip cancer has been associated with pipe smok-
ing -- not relevant to Mormons -- and with outside occu-
pations that bring prolonged exposure to the sun. The
higher incidence of lip cancer among Mormon men, compared
to Mormon women, would be consistent with the "exposure"
hypothesis, but an inverse relation exists among non-
Mormons, with women having a 62% higher rate of lip cancer
than men.
Another inexplicable finding of this study is explained
by the researchers this ways "The birth rate of Mormons
has been consistently 50 to 60 percent higher than that
of the United States generally, and yet cancers of the
female organs have strikingly lower incidence in the
Utah Mormon population. Although the low rates of breast
cancer are consistent with this fertility pattern, the
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low rates for cervical cancer are not, and contradict
many past observations. An uncommon finding is the low
incidence of both cancer of the breast and uterine
cervix in Mormon females, since the two sites usually
have an inverse relation. Cervical cancer has been
associated with early and promiscuous sexual activity,
and studies on illegitimacy and premarital sexual inter-
course in Utah have indicated that these characteristics
may be less common in the Mormon population. The rela-
tion of these and other factors to the low incidence of
female cancers in the Mormon population requires further
study." (See Sources
. 10).
"If elements of life style -- specifically smoking,
drinking, and to a lesser degree stability and
marriage rates -- can be considered the main
causes of the differential mortality rates in
Nevada and Utah, then how do you explain the
fact that infants (less than one year of age)
also experience higher death rates in Nevada?
(Refer back to Data Sheet 1).
"Why would the differentials drop for the 1-19
age group?"
The life-style of mothers directly affects the health
Some
Suppl
1
of infants through prenatal influences. Children who
survive the first year of life would not reflect thes
i ^-f'luenc e s "to "the same degree.
—General
.Questions for Discussion
Ihe personal health implications of life-style
are fairly obvious. What are some of the social
implications?"
Pogo once said, 'We have found the enemy and he
is us.' How relevant is Pogo's statement to the
American health scene today? Explain."
If the American way of life is a threat to
longevity, what can be done about it?"
What strategies -- personal, social, economic,
political -- would you propose to lessen the
negative impact of life-style on health in the
United States?"
ementarv Activities
. Writing Assignment
You have been named U. S. Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare. The President has given
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you a broad mandate to propose legislation for
minimizing the negative effects of the American
life-style
.
Write a position paper for the President, out-
lining your proposals. Remember: you are trying
to gain the President's support; the more evidence
you can marshal, the stronger your case will be.
2. Class Debate
Resolved: The American way of life has become the
American way of death.
3* Research Project
Choose one of the following topics and determine
its effect on mortality in the United States.
smoking
drinking
obesity
sedentariness
diet
stress
automobiles
race
income
sex (male or female)
occupation
education
religion
environmental pollution
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
Summary of findings
In less than 10 years, population education has grown
from obscurity to relative prominence in the schools of
America. Until 1968 the term "population education" did
not even exist; today nearly half of all American high
schools offer courses with explicit population content.
During this decade of development, considerable con-
fusion has arisen over the definition, goals, and objectives
of population education. Some advocates, especially in
the early years, saw population education as a program
of persuasion, designed to alert students to the dangers
of over-population and to convince them to have small
families. More recently, educators have argued against
the persuasion approach and advocate an exploratory, objec-
tive, value-fair approach to population education.
Although the exploratory approach appears to be the
accepted one today among educational theorists and teachers,
a high percentage of teachers still consider the small
family norm to be an important part of tneir educational
message
.
In a nation-wide survey of social studies and science
teachers -- those teachers found to be most interested in
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population education -- 62.? percent of the respondents
preferred the exploratory, value-fair approach, but 32.7
percent advocated a unidimensional, persuasive approach, a
very high percentage considering the pervasiveness of objec-
tivity as an educational norm. Indeed, half of the teachers
who prei erred the value-fair approach also supported the
two child responsibility" statement in the questionnaire.
(Gustavus and Huether 1976, p. 25). In short, population
education is perceived by many teachers as a response to a
social crisis, not as a subject for dispassionate study
comparable to other, better-established subjects in the
curriculum
.
The main problem with the crisis approach is that it
fails to provide a durable foundation for population educa-
tion. A crisis orientation also tends to magnify the prob-
lem to the exclusion of other aspects of the subject, lead-
ing ultimately to an oversimplified course of study. More-
over, the persuasion aspect of this approach tends to en-
courage a proselytizing posture on the part of teachers,
which can either alienate students or teach them the anti-
intellectual habit of accepting without question the views
of those in authority. Finally, the crisis-oriented ap-
proach attempts to do what schools really cannot do: solve
immediate social problems. While it is wise pedagogically
to use current issues for class discussion, schools should
not lose sight of their more important long-range goal of
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training balanced, well-informed thinkers, a mission for
which schools are uniquely designed to carry out. The
crisis-persuasion approach tends to proffer answers for
today's problems at the expense of helping students develop
critical skills that can serve them a lifetime.
The exploratory, value-fair approach avoids all of the
pitfalls of the crisis-persuasion approach. However, its
formulation in the professional literature would seem to
indicate a commitment to action, based on rational analysis,
which goes beyond the usual demands made on academic study.
Tactically, this emphasis may hinder the acceptance of
population education in the schools.
The main thesis of this dissertation is that population
education should be included in the high school curriculum
for the same reasons that most subjects are included: to
promote the intellectual, moral and social development of
students. A corrolary of this thesis is that special claims
for population education are not needed.
This position, identified here as the "integrated ap-
proach," rests on the following arguments: population educa-
tion has an established knowledge base formed by demography
and other related disciplines; it offers students a new
cognitive map, an other way of looking at social phenomena;
it can achieve the same cognitive goals of developing ration-
al, analytical thinking as any other subject in the curricu-
lum; it is ideal for teaching data analysis, the language of
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the social sciences; it is concerned with current issues of
great concern and is therefore “relevant” to students; it
constitutes an important aspect of civic literacy in the con-
temporary world; it is international in character; it is
multidisciplinary; it is ideal for values clarification;
and it offers a unique opportunity for integrating cognitive
and affective learning.
There has been some curriculum development in the field
of population education for high schools, but very little
of it reflects the most recent theories of curriculum design.
And very little of it attempts to indicate how population
education can achieve the traditional goals of American
education. Specifically, most curricular schemes for popu-
lation education employ a set of generalizations for their
basic structure. Not only are generalizations unwieldy, but
they limit the attention of students to a list of pre-deter-
mined conclusions; generalizations tend to become inert ends-
in-theraselves
,
rather than stimuli for further analysis.
A curriculum design has been proposed here that attempts
to tie population education to the traditional cognitive,
affective and social goals of American education, and to
organize the study of population around a set of concepts
drawn from demography. It is further proposed that an in-
quiry mode of teaching would be the most effective means
to achieve the goals and objectives of this design -- to
help students develop analytical skills and become demogra-
phically literate.
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Although a number of classroom materials has been de-
veloped recently for population education, very few of them
are inquiry oriented. Most are expository in nature: use-
ful for conveying information but not very helpful in teach-
ing process skills.
Recommendations
1. There is a general need to communicate to schools
the ways in which population education can serve the tradi-
tional goals of the high school curriculum. In other words,
there is a need to change the image of population education
from that of a special interest activity to that of a valu-
able academic pursuit worthy of integration into the school
curriculum. This general need could be met by the following
activities *
a. In-service teacher training programs;
b. Population education conferences for teachers,
school administrators, and curriculum special-
ists ;
c. Pre-service teacher training programs;
d. Presentations at educational conferences;
e. Publications in educational journals.
2. There is a specific need to develop inquiry-style
teaching/learning materials.
3. There is a need to fund curriculum development
projects that will develop inquiry materials.
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4. There is a need to evaluate the effectiveness of
these materials through carefully designed classroom testing
programs
.
5 * There is a need to investigate the effectiveness and
appropriateness of inquiry teaching/learning in general.
Creating inquiry modules
There are two basic steps in creating an inquiry modules
1. Finding a problem that will engage students;
2. Collecting data that students will need to
solve the problem.
Perhaps the best way to see how this is done is to refer
to one of the modules in Chapter V.
"Mortality American Style" had its genesis in a two-
page reference that Victor P. Fuchs made to Nevada and Utah
in his book Who Shall Live? The entire book consists of
Fuchs' findings on the causes of mortality in the United
States. The problem that launched his inquiry was the exis-
tence of differential mortality rates in the U. S. , many of
which seems to have social causes. Why do more black babies
die than white babies? Why do people in some professions die
younger than people in other professions? Why do women live
longer than men?
In the process of his investigation, Fuchs found that
life-style seemed to be related to mortality. To illustrate
his point, he devoted one chapter to examples of how life-style
22 ?
affects life-expectancy. It was here that he referred to
Nevada and Utah, two states that have widely divergent
mortality rates at all ages "but are almost identical in
all other ways except religious composition. Fuchs argues
that the life-style created "by the Mormon religion accounts
for the lower mortality rates in Utah, not only through the
prohibition against alcohol and tobacco but also through
the establishment of a stable way of life.
Fuchs had arrived at his conclusion about life-style
affecting mortality inductively
, by examining mortality
data and the socio-economic conditions that seemed to
accompany them. He then applied his conclusion deductively
.
by showing the different mortality rates that can result
from different life-styles. Most books present the reader
with conclusions; they tend to concentrate on the deductive
phase of the author's reasoning process. The inductive phase
is usually left out. The art of inquiry teaching is the art
of leading students through the same investigative, inductive
process that the author went through to reach his conclu-
sions .
Fuchs had given only two pieces of important data in
his reference to Nevada and Utah: the excess of death rates
in Nevada compared to Utah and the excess of death rates in
Nevada for cirrhosis of the liver and lung cancer. The rest
of the two-page reference consisted of two factual statements
but no data -- on the similarity of the two states in levels
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of income and medical care, and Fuchs' thesis that Mormonism
accounted for the differing life-styles in the two states and
thus for the differing mortality rates.
But that was enough. With a table showing vastly
different mortality rates for two U. S. states, a problem
could be planted in the minds of students and the inquiry
process could be launched.
The next step was far more difficult. What data would
students need to test the various hypotheses they might
form to explain the differential rates? The only way to
answer that question without actually working with the
students is to go through the hypothesizing process per-
sonally. Seven of the 10 Data Sheets in this module are
the result of that internal hypothesizing process. By
forming hypotheses and wanting to test them, the need for
data arises, and the rest is library research. In effect,
the author of an inquiry module puts himself through an
inquiry process which he then puts the students through.
As the data is collected it must be shaped into readable
form and put into a sequence. There is no way to determine
ahead of time in what order students will want to see the
data; thus the teacher must be flexible and present data as
it is requested. The apparent fixed order of data sheets in
an inquiry module is more a result of printing necessity
than teaching prescription. However, this writer has found
that the initial hypothesizing process presents so many
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possible directions that the inquiry can take that deciding
what data to show first, after the initial thought-provoking
data, is never a problem. All data become relevant when 30
minds have suggested lines of inquiry. Besides, the testing
of modules usually confirms the desirability of one sequence
over another.
The most important consideration here is the attitude
the teacher takes towards the data. If the teacher considers
the module water-tight, then the spirit of inquiry will be
destroyed. Inquiry is never really finished. No module
ever has all the data that is needed for a complete investi-
gation of a problem. And even if there is enough data to
support a conclusion, there will always be new questions
raised by that conclusion, new situations in which the
conclusion can be applied and tested.
Of course, inquiry can be conducted without pre-
collected data, in which case students would conduct their
own research. This would be inquiry in its purest form.
But data-collecting is a time-consuming process and most
teachers will not ask students to do it very often. Hence
the practical need to create modules. As long as inquiry
fosters an attitude of curiosity and openness and helps
students develop the skills needed for critical analysis,
it makes very little difference if the data is on the
teacher's desk or on a library shelf. The teaching of
research skills, however, is another question.
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Most inquiry modules present information about a
specific subject, but the content of the module should not
obscure the most important aspect of the module, the process.
The following illustration shows this process very clearly;
it also shows how simple and flexible inquiry is. This
passage was written by this author for an Indian journal
in 1965* but its contents seem just as appropriate for an
American audience in 1977. Twelve years of experience with
inquiry since the original writing have only reinforced the
convictions expressed here.
This account is taken from a third (grade)
American class during a science lesson. The
teacher begins the lesson by showing the class
two drawings. The first, labeled "Before,"
shows a beaker half-full of colorless fluid,
with a small cube resting at the bottom. Bubbles
are rising from the cube. The second picture,
labeled "After," shows the beaker, still half-
filled with fluid, but minus the cube and bubbles.
Question; What has happened?
The following responses were given by
different children in the class:
Pupil: "It's sugar. It's a sugar cube.
A sugar cube breaks up in water."
Pupil: "It's ice, and the ice melts in
water.
"
Pupil: "No, if it was ice you'd have
more water."
Pupil: "It's not ice. Ice could float
at the top."
Pupil: "It looks like sugar. It’s a
sugar cube because it's square."
"Could ice be square?"Teacher:
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Pupils “Yes, but not all the time, soit's probably sugar."
Teachers "Will sugar float at the top?"
The children say no, sugar will not float
at the top, but they do not seem entirely ready
to accept this idea.
Pupils "It's a dice."
Pupils "No, dice doesn't melt."
Pupils "Somebody might have taken it out
of the water."
Pupils "It's a soap, because of the bubbles
coming off."
Pupils "It's not soap, soap takes too long
a time to dissolve, and anyhow, it forms lots
of bubbles and lather."
Pupils "I measured, the height of water in
both is the same -- about 1 6 inches."
The teacher writes down on the board all of
the things the class thought might be in the jar.
The next day she places three jars of water before
the children and has them try out each of the
possibilities. One of the children who thought
the object in the jar was ice obtains a piece from
the school cafeteria for the experiment. Others
bring a cube of sugar and a piece of soap. After
observing and discussing the experiments, the
class decides for sugar.
The teacher, of course, could have given
the children the relevant facts at the outset.
Instead, 30 third-graders spent a considerable
time observing, analyzing their observations
and using them to defend or modify their conclu-
sions. This type of lesson is sometimes called
"How to Take Half an Hour to Teach What You
Could Tell in One Minute."
What has happened here? The students be-
came personally involved; they showed great
interest because the project was theirs , nobody
else ' s . At the same time, they did much think-
ing because they had a problem to solve. Human
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beings only. think -- really think — when they
are faced with a problem. The teacher who stands
in front of a class and dishes out answers never
provokes thought because he never presents a
problem.
The most interesting part of this lesson is
that nothing has been learned, so to speak.
The students have not learned one fact! They
have not acquired one bit of new knowledge to
write on an exam. After all, they knew long
before this class that sugar dissolves in water.
What has really happened is that students
have been changed as people, and they will never
be quite the same again. They have been put
through a process that has changed their way
of thinking, changed their approach to problems.
Practically speaking, they have learned how to
be scientists, without learning one scientific
fact. They have begun to develop habits of
critical analysis that will stay with them for
life. Ironically, this approach is very success-
ful in conveying information. These children
will venture into relativity physics in the
fourth grade.
Notice that the teacher told the students
nothing. When one pupil said, "It's a sugar
cube because it's square," the teacher did not
tell the pupil the answer was no good, that other
things could be square. She simply questioned
the pupil's logic and led him to his own conclu-
sion. In fact, the teacher here could never tell
the students they were wrong, because there is
no answer; it is still to be found -- by the
students. Moreover, teacher and students tend
to be equals; they are joint inquirers into the
nature of the problem. Not only does this make
for easy communication, but it helps to eliminate
teacher reprimands. The only sin in this class
is not participating, and this can only result
from a lack of interest. It is the teacher's
job to find interesting problems (p. 26-27).
This passage has been quoted at length not because it
explains how to create an inquiry module -- although it does
that in a way -- but because it conveys the spirit of inquiry.
Perhaps the best preparation for writing inquiry modules is
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"to internalize the attitude toward knowledge and toward
learning that inquiry embodies. Until that is done, writ-
ing inquiry modules will be very difficult indeed, if not
impossible. Once it is done, the writing will come auto-
matically and seem almost unnecessary.
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Appendix A
The following table of contents, taken from a standard
text in population studies (Petersen, William. 1972.
Population
, p. ix-xv), illustrates some of the content that
could be included in a population education course.
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Appendix B
oince 1971 this writer has been collecting classroom
materials for the teaching of population education. In
preparation for this dissertation, an additional effort was
made to locate materials by surveying two extensive collec-
tions of population education materials, one at Teachers
College, Columbia University, the other at The Population
Council in New York City. In addition, several publishers
and curriculum development projects were queried and the
following people were contacted personally: Sloan Wayland
,
Teachers College, Columbia; Stephen Viederman and Andrew
Leighton, The Population Council; Judith Seltzer, The
Population Reference Bureau; Elaine Murphy, Zero Population
Growth, Inc.; Byron Massialas
,
Florida State University; and
Marion Rice, University of Georgia.
In the course of this search, very few inquiry materials
for teaching population on the high school level were found.
Indeed, none was found that followed Dewey's five-step se-
quence perfectly; however, some follow the spirit of inquiry
if not the letter of Dewey's "law."
The materials that came closest to orthodox inquiry are
those prepared by Sociological Resources for the Social
Studies (SRSS), an organization sponsored by the American
Sociological Association and supported by the National Science
Foundation. Until recently, Robert C. Angell, a well-known
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American sociologist, was the executive director of SRSS
.
To date SRSS has published 23 units of study in what
it calls its hpisodes in Social Inquiry Series (Bostons
Allyn and Bacon)
. hach episode is written by a team com-
posed of sociologists and social studies teachers. The
introduction to each episode booklet states:
The episodes . . . are based on the assump-
tion that learning occurs most effectively
when students themselves actively participate
in the gathering and analyzing of data to
reach meaningful conclusions. Imagination
and creativity are developed concurrently through
this scientific process of original inquiry.
... So far as possible, we want (the student)
to be convinced by evidence and reasoning and
to come to appreciate the usefulness of socio-
logical concepts and procedures as he gains
knowledge through their use. Direct contact
with data, learning from one's own experience,
careful scrutiny of evidence, exposure to
scientific methods of inquiry, and relative
brevity therefore characterize the episodes.
In short, the Social Inquiry Series is based on a set of
concepts drawn from sociology and committed to an inquiry
method of instruction.
There are two episodes in the series that deal directly
with populations Population Changes A Case Study of Puerto
Rico (1974) and Migration within the United States (1972).
The only difference between these two episodes and the
modules in Chapter V is that the episodes do not emphasize
the hypothesizing aspect of inquiry. Instead of beginning
with a problem, these episodes begin with information, in
one case a story of one man's family, in another a series
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of statements from students, explaining why their families
moved. Students then discuss this material and examine data
related to it. In other words, they are not asked to chart
their own lines of inquiry and are therefore somewhat less
free than they are when using the modules in Chapter V. How-
ever, the processing of data is similar in both cases. The
two episodes lead students into their own investigation of
the issues and present a variety of materials for examina-
tion: tables, charts, and maps. Moreover, students are
asked to collect their own data, using survey techniques.
All in all, the episodes in the Social Inquiry Series are
extremely well designed.
Other materials with an inquiry orientation are those
produced by Jerry Brown for the Population Education Project
of Indiana University (197*0. Titled Population Inquiries:
U. S. & World Dynamics
, these materials do not follow a
traditional inquiry sequence but they demand student parti-
cipation through the analysis of data, the discussion of
controversial issues and the evaluation of evidence. The
most striking feature of these materials is their originality.
Brown uses games, filmstrips, stories, poems, jokes, and a
variety of handouts ranging from Peanuts cartoons to survey
questionnaires. One filmstrip, based on the Superman series,
pits the Systems Man against the Population Fiendy, a good
example of how humor and adventure can be applied to a serious
topic, an approach taken all-too-seldom in education. The
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complete title of the filmstrip is "Incredible Systems Man
Meets the Superwierd Population Fiendy."
The other university-based population education projects
have produced very little inquiry material for high schools.
Ihe Harvard project assembled a volume of essays (Issues in
Population Education
,
David i\line
,
ed. Lexington s Lexington
Books, 1976) useful primarily to scholars interested in popu-
lation education on an international level; Delaware and
North Carolina produced curriculum guides, already discussed
here; in Chapter IV; and Florida State (in the person of Byron
Massialas) published some inquiry-oriented materials but for
junior high schools.
The project at Teachers College, Columbia, led to the
writing of one booklet and one book, both by Hazel Hertzberg.
The booklet ( Teaching Population Dynamics , An Instructional
Unit for Secondary School Students, New Yorks Population
Instructional Materials Project, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1965 ) consists of explanations of various popula-
tion concepts and a series of exercises in which students
must calculate rates and analyze data. Although the booklet
is designed to involve students, the method used is more like
that of a workbook than an inquiry module. The book, still
untitled and in manuscript form (one tentative title is
Student, School and Community : An Inquiry Guide to Projects
and Resources), is primarily a list of activities for moving
students out of the classroom and into the community. Of the
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3^+ pages, 58 are devoted to population-related topics. The
first half of this population section describes census tracts
and how to order them; the second half outlines possible
activities students could pursue, such as "Mapping Student
Residences Today," "Mapping Places of Work," and "Studying
Block Characteristics.' Such activities, although not
inquiry according to the definition used in Chapter IV, are
excellent metnods of giving students the direct experience
of collecting and analyzing data.
Mo other project or individual has produced inquiry
materials for high schools, as far as this writer has been
able to discern. However, there are several publications
that are clearly concerned with a learning-by-doing
approach to population education. Pat King and John Landahl
of the Office of Public Instruction, State of Washington,
have produced a set of Population Education Task Cards
,
which lists activities for students, and also a simulation
game called Eco: An Island Simulation
,
both available from
Dolphin Enterprises, 1207 NE 103rd St., Seattle, WA. The
Baltimore School System has produced a series of units and
lesson plans for high school classes, and the Population
Reference Bureau has published a booklet, Options, A Study
Guide to Population and the American Future (1973)
»
based
on the President's Commission Report, which contains
numerous exercises and ideas for student activities. Paul
Wozniak, University of Western Kentucky, and David Yaukey,
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University of Massachusetts, have written an exercise manual
to teach techniques of demographic analysis. (Exercises in
Pgmofiraphic Analysis: Students ' Manual
. Amherst: Department
ol bociology, University of Massachusetts, 1972, Second
Edition). Although designed originally for college students,
the manual could be used with high school students as well.
Most materials designed for high school population
education courses, however, are expository in nature and
appear either as sections of textbooks or as separate publi-
cations distributed by organizations concerned with popula-
tion. Many of these publications are excellent, such as a
series of Population Profiles
, written by Everett S. Lee,
University of Georgia, and Leon F. Bouvier, Bureau of the
Census, and published by the Center for Information on
America, Washington, CT . To date, 16 Profiles have been
written, each eight pages long and containing an essay and
several tables, charts and maps. The Profiles are designed
to be assembled in a loose-leaf binder.
There are other such publications. In general, there
is adequate material available to high school teachers,
especially when trade book material on population is included,
but very little of this material is designed specifically
for classroom use. Even less is designed for inquiry
teaching.
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